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AN INTRODUCTION 



1 

A look at the recent literature on development 

both at the national as well as international levels 

reveals two important trends a (i) a search for alternative 

developnental approaches to meet the •basic needs' of 

the Third World population, specifically, of the poorer 

sections of the Third World societies, and (ii) a 

search for alternative institutions operating outside 

the State development machinery, which by providing 

•innovative approaches• can meet the 'basic needs' of 

the poor. The main assumption is that, these 

institutions(often identified as non-governmental or 

voluntary organizations) do not have any • institutional 

limitations• in reaching the poverty groups. 

out of a vast and complex group of functionally 

as well as ideologically diversified voluntary 

organizations, one or two, mostly of recent origin, 

are being taken as samples representing the rest and 

their 'innovativeness• and •potentiality• to provide 

alternatives are being highly appreciated. At the same 

time a look at Indian society would reveal the growth 

of pluralistic tendencies in its political process. 

While in Western socieeies, we see pluralism mainly 

as a manifestation of extreme liberalism, in India 

today we see both a 'pluralism of the Left' (which includes 



') ..... 

different Leftist political parties, Naxalite groups 

and radical voluntary action groups who derive their 

inspiration mainly from '1arxism) and a 'pluralism of 

the Right' (which includes bourgeoise political parties, 

voluntary and non-radical action groups). These 

developments together have added a new dimension to 

the nature of voluntarism which has a long history in 

India. The voluntary sector seems to have been turned 

into a battle-ground where conflicting ideologies and 

counter-ideologies are involved in a proxy war rraking 

the • poor' 'their conmon object. Thus voluntarism 

looks m:>re complex and nore ambiguous today, than it 

was ever before. This development necessiates the 

examination of the sociology of voluntarism in a 

historical perspective~ 

Stepping into history, the present study seeks 

to reveal in the first chapter the changing nature of 

voluntarism in India till date and the possible influences 

it had received from different socio-economic forces 

operating at the national and international levels, at 

different stages of its growth. In the second chapter, 

we shall come to know how the 'lacunae• and 1 li1litations• 

existing in the State 'development' machinery (in our case 



the health services system) owing mainly to extra

institutional factors, are being treated as normal 

'institutior.al limitations• by the protagonists of 

the new role adopted by the voluntary organizations 

today. These 'institutional limitations• mainly 

provide them an entry-point to establish the~r positions 

vis-a-vis the institutions of the State. The third 

chapter will present a general critique of the 

'innovativeness' ,rl'lich voluntary organisations claim 

to have and the new approaches they claim to have 

successfull'y experimented. This would enable us to 

know where voluntary institutior.s stand as compared 

to the institutions of the State. The fir:al chapter, 

by going through the debate which is goir.g on in and 

aro~nd the voluntary sector, would present the basis 

of the 'clai~s• and •assertions• voluntary organizations 

are making today. '!·he correla~· ions between various 

developments takir.g place at the national ard 

international political levels, so far as their implications 

for the voluntary sector
1 

could be traced here. Among 

other things, it would tell us that any study on 

voluntary organizatiois should not look at them, as 

they are, but as they were and as they are becoming. 



Secondly, both the institutions of the State, and the 

voluntary and action groups have their roots in the 

larger socio-economic structure. They represent and 

reflect the conflicting socio-economic and political 

forces operating in a society which is becoming 

increasingly 'pluralistic•. ~ 'pluarlism• is the 

enemy of p::>verty, the problem of p::>verty rerreining 

the same, a struggle is going on betweel! approaches 

to poverty and its ingredients like ill-health. The 

poor have been virtually put ir.to a dilemma as to 

' which approach t~ey would provide legitimacy. 

The study does not have any intention to 

undermine the importance of voluntary organizations 

in a society featured by Clbject poverty and gross 

economic inequalities. Rather it should be treated 

as a modest attempt at understanding the sociology 

of voluntarism and its possibl~ i~ications for the 
'"· 

poor. Health has been taken as the main area of 

focus owing to the reason that ill-health and poverty 

are the most interdependent phenomena. The approaches 

to health have so far ignored this fact and these 

approaches are dornir•ating voluntary action in the 

field of health. 'Innovative• concepts and approaches 
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have been developed to deal with symptoms of ill-health, 

without any effort to r~ach the roots. As the number 

of voluntary groups in the field of health is quite 

significant, and as health is being treated as a lever 

of development, an understandir.g of voluntarism will 

be more fruitful if we corfine ourselves to the field 

of health• The conclusions drawn or. the basis of 

this study should be treated as assumptions mair.ly, 

as the present study is just a background work for 

advanced research. 



CHAPI'ER - 1 

VOLUNTARISt-1 : THE HISTORICAL MAZE 



(A historical analysis of the growth and evolution 

of voluntarism is necessary for more than one reason. 

Firstly, it tells us that •voluntarism• as a concept 

canrot be defined universally. Secondly, voluntarism 

is not an individual instinct or an extension of the 

individual's concern to serve the distressed but tt:at 

it is the product of an inter-play of social forces. 

Thirdly, voluntarism being a product itself of the 

social forces also effect changes in those social forces.\ 

A successi~e chronology in the historical analysis has 

not been maintained because of the fear that the 

totality of the analysis right not be fully evident. 

Thus the study has beer divided into phases overlapping 

in ti~e because\it em~'asizes more on identifying certain 

significant trends over time\ rather than seek the 

comfort of water-tight time-periods. 

VOLUNTARISM 1 THE GENESIS 

Voluntarism in its organizational or institutional 

form has been a craracterist:ic feature of ll'Odern society, 

mostly of the non-egalitarian type. However, conditions 

leading to the emergence of voluntary organizations have 

never been the same, nor do the existing voluntary 

organizations have similar structures and functions. A 



theory based on two assumptions explainstheir origin 

(Oomrnen, 1984 ). (The first as~umpti~n traces their 

7 

origin to the post-Industrial Revoluntary-European 

society. The dehumanization process of the Industrial 

Revolution and consequent urbanizations dislocated the 

traditional social structures such as the extended family, 

church and com-rtUnity, leading to the disruption of 

personal and familialties in the society. Voluntary 

associations emerged as response to the challenge of 

this dehumanization process and took over the functions 

of the traditional social institutions. However, in 

countries like France and Great Britain, where the 

Industrial Revolution first took place, the number of 

voluntary organizations is quite less compared to that 

in the United states. such a difference is attributed 

to t~e varied •national characters• and 'personality 

structures• of the peoples of the respective countries. 

The American propensity to form voluntary associations 

is attributed to the individual-centred American culture. 

~ccording to the seco~d as~umption, voluntary 

organizations have e~erged and continue to function as 

a • check' on 'authoritarianis·-' of the State in the 

West. They are treated as essential instruments of 



1 political pluralism= as they play a critical rolG ir 

the democratic system by making possible the citizens: 

influence on government/ Such an assumption treats 

voluntary orgar.izations as synon~~us with 1 pressuro 

groups 1 and 1 interest groups 1 \"Jho participate indirec~:ly 

in the ~ter process of a capitalist ~tutou The wzjo~ 

limitation of this theory is that it does not explain 

the growth of voluntary organizations !n ths Nest, 1.1ho.:-

although are funded by the society of their origin~ do 

not have any functional relevance to the!r ovm soc~_ot:.5.oso 
• 

Their activities are rather scattered over the Third 

World countries (e.g. CAFE, save ~~o Children Fund, 

Work On Hunger). 

The growth of voluntarism in the ~orm of 

organizations and associations in the non-Western Third 

World societies like India is also explained by ochoJ.a:cc 

(Oo~an, 1984)o The theory propounded by them tr0at 

the society under discussion as 1 traditional cocieti~~· 

(rsrching from the pre~<apital to capitalistic or 

p.~:l--modern to !UOdern stages) and expl&in that vol unta;,:y 

organi?~tions in the society have ern3rged to ~Lform 

val unta ry organizations 1-o -~~~oo-Ph..rl..t) ~'\11- t.o~I"Sfl. c(, 4'reli\Stt{<rf1 
'b'j Mod~1"U '2.{.'\..0 ~ 1-va. clHi a.,~ ~c.\ ~ ,~ M.L e--1 v'i\.V-1 



and in certain cases by getting traditionalized, whilo 

par forming modern functions. J>..ccording to the theory, 

voluntary associations such as caste associations would 

tend to modernize or secularize the traditior.al stzuctures" 

while the youth clubs, wow.sn 1 s clubs and cooperative 

societies which have been created by governrnant enactments 

will get traditionalized while doing modern functionso 

such a 'bridge 1 or 1 link' role of voluntary organizations 

would lead to the 'stzuctural integration: in a transitional 

society. 

The limitations of such Q theory are obviouso 

Firstly, by treating voluntary organizations as agents of 

transition, the theory provides legitimacy to the capJ.L .1 .lL·~ 

value systemo Secondly, it does not irclude a large 

nu~er of voluntary organizations within its SCOP2: 

although :pressure groups= having ambi~~~ functions .... 

like caste associations and the governrr.ant-created sociuJ. 

institutions have found a place in ito Thirdly, the soc~.a.1. 

and historical reasors for the emergence and expansion or: 

voluntary organizations in India have not been taken in'co 

account., 

Volu.r.tar;sn. ar.d voluntary orgar izat~.ons in :(ndic 

have a long and chequered historyo voluntarism did no~ 



originate with the formation of modern institutior.so 

The basic law which governs the reqistered volurtary 

organizatiors today was enacted in 1860o
1 

v YOLUNTARISI-t IN Il->"DIA a THE FIRST PHASE 

1U 

(we shall discuss the growth of voluntarism in 

India by dividir•g it -air.ly into three phaseso Ir. the 

first phase, which begins so~~e years before 1860 ar.d 

continues till 1920, we see a large number of voluntary 

organizations in the for o~ of reformist societies coming 

into existence with the aim of bringing social and 

cultural reforms in soci~ty. The notables among these 

voluntary societies included the Arya Sarnaj~ the a~ahw~ 

Samaj, the Prathana Samaj, Ramakirishna Mission and the 

Decan Educational Sociefryo w"hile most of them weua 

devoted to specific social and cultural reforms such 

as abolition of child-~rrtige and promotion of widow/ 

renarriage, others worked for the educational and cultur~l 

development of the natives./The growth of volun .. carism :~n 

this period is characterized by certain distinct featuxe~ 

Firstly, volur.taris-~ wc.s prorroted ard p:~tronizscl 

by tre British for they caterPd to·t.he ~ateri.Jl and 

soc ia 1 needs of the nevi! y-cducc. ted class of J:ndia ns, 'r!hich 
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the British thought was the best instru~erts of their 

rule in India (Seth, 1983). Secordly, ttese voluntary 

societies were led by Ir-dian ir.te11ectua1s trained in 

the Western tradition of 'liberalism•~ 't-atioralism• 

and 'humanism•. They wanted to indoctrirnte the masses 

with their ideas. Thirdly, these organizations were 

centred mostly in cities and towns. The vast majority 

of the rural masses were literally beyond their ir.fluence. 

This might have prevented the leaders of these organizations 

from an understanding of the problems of the masses, 
I 

a phenomenon which continues till date.) The most 

importart feature of the voluntary organizations of 

this period ~tas that they did not dwell on the • economic 

EfUestion 1 or the • p:>verty phenomenon 1 • At a time when 

they were at the peak of their activities, millions and 

millions of peasants and artisans were thrown out of 

employment owing to the oppressive land-lord centred 

agrarian ecor.omy and owing to the collapse of the rural 

handicrafts industry under the adverse influence of 
., 

British trade policy., The voluntary organizations led 

by the Western-educated irtellectuals were so obsessed 

with removing its elemer.ts of 'irrationality• in Indian 

social and cultural systems that they ignored to question 

the •ratior~lity' of the colonial system which had 
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contributed to the misery of the millions of Indians. 

Thus, in the first phase, voluntarism was based on the 

ideas of Western 'liberalism•, •rationalism• and 'rumanism•. 

The voluntary organizations were absolutely 'reformdst• and 

•conformist•. Even the 'charity-orientations• or •relief 
3 approach• of them could not be found in this phase. 

THE SECOl':D PHASE 1 

It was after the appearance, it is said, of 

Dadabhai Naroji's Drair. Theory that the conscience of 

the Indian intellectuals got a shock and they could 

realize that it was, ir. fact, the British exploitation 

of the Indian economy, which had resulted in large-scale 

poverty (Seth, 1983). However, no such change was 

visible in the approach and nature of these voluntary 

organizations, led by the 'intellectuals'. Even, the 

Indian National Congress which was formed after the 

publication of 'Poverty and un-British Rule in India', 

continued to function as a debating society having no 

relevance to India • s economic situation. The appearance 

of militant nationalistic elements later made little 

difference, so far as the understanding of the plight of 

the masses was concerned. 

The second phase of gr~~h of voluntarism and its 

.I 
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organizational fronts took place in the 1920s, with 

political developm2nts in and around the country 

influencing its nature and courseu By this ti~ the 

message of the Russian Hevolution had already reached 

the oppressed paasantsa A number of ~sant struggles 

erupted in fragmented forms ir. different parts of tha 

country (Desai, 1979 )o A nur'lber of associations of 

the oppressed peasants and the oppressive ryots were 

coming up with a confor:nist attitude towards each 

othero At the sa~e ti ;e, history shC*IS the em2rgence 

of Gandhi in the Indian political scene with the leadership 

of the Congress passing into him, and the Congress trying 

to become a man-baued party under his leadershipo) 

Thus in this period, the histo.~ shou:..; 

Gandhi as a nconcious strategist: utilizing ~he ~asan~~ 

for refonnist pressure and as a cons:l.stent oppone;.Tc of 

any class struggle against local exploitert~ havir:g th:J 

support of British arms, laws and the police~ (Ranga and 

Srtraswati., 1979 )o History also shows ho,.., \:he Congr~ss: 

a party of the Indian bourgeoisie" at.te ptod to br:!.r.g 

the paasantry into the vortex of a large natioral l . ..ovornn, .. ~_ 

and took up certain issues and stimulated specific ty~s o~ 



movements, associations and institutions to channelize 

peasant struggles into specific, li-,ited reformist 

movements to strengthen the bargainirg position of the 

Indian bourgeoisieo Ga~dhi, during this period, endeavoured 

to provide specific direction to the peasant struggles 

within a conciously-evol ved political •natrix and did not. 

let them go beyond reformist pressure for economic 

4 reliefo Thus the Corgress evolved a new broader 

strategy of involving the peasantry in the nationalist 

moveme~to voluntary organizations (both existing and 

emerginWprovided the meeting ground for the conflicting 

interests of the peasants and their oppressors to fight 

against the 'common oppressor' o The Non..Coo~ration 

Movement launched by the Congress provided the occassiono 

Thus, en the eve of the launching of the Non-cooperation 

Movement, the Ahmedabad session of the Congress held ir. 

1920 expressed in one of its resolutions that "this Corgr~D~ 

trusts that every person of the age of eighteen and over 

will i ~ediately join the vol ur.te,~;r organizatiors :-:._,. 

The so--called radical ele"'lents in the Congress like Nehru 

also appealed to radical peasants! associatior.s: and 

~st of them joifled the Corgress and freedom rr.ovement 

(Casai, 1969)o After joining the Congreus, their 

radicalization got neutralized at least for some yearso 
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At the withdrawal of the Nor-cooperction Y~v~mer.t, the 

Congress evolved a strategy of elaborating the institut!ona.l 

devices to help Congress to syste~stically reach out to 

the rural masses, give im~ediate relief to certain 

sections of the society and train a cadre of constructive 

workers who could take leadership in rural araas for 

launchirg somepolitical movements in non~~lass lineso5 

Different 'Kisan Sabhas= and =seva Dals' such as the 

Hindustani Seva Dal came irto existence in this periodo 

The charity orientation of the voluntary organizations 

seems to have begun in this periodo 

The growth of voluntary organizations in this 

phase is marked by some distinct featureso Firstly, 

the reform orientations of the vo~untary organizations 

declined with a conciously devised political strategy 

of the Congress gradually prevailing upon themo From 

a position of political reutrality they tra~formad 

themselves into the role of neutral!z;:.ng the conflicting 

political and economic interests by conciously bringin~ 

them into their fold. These conflict;!. rq :f.nter-ests: of 

course, started unfoldirg ther.selves in th~ later year~. 

so, those who say that the voluntary sector was horr:ogenou~ 

and heterogenity is a phenomenon of the 1960s: should ~a1cc 

into account trese historical factorso Again: the Charity 
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Approach which inspired the course of voluntarism for 

more than half a century, was not born out of a 

concern for the distressed and the poor.) Mostly, the 

Charity Approach emerged as a consequerce of a political 

strategy to contain the growing disc~nt of the 

suffering masses by providirg them immediate relief and 

thus preventirg them from takirg to any revolutiorary 

~.th. 

One more thing to be seen in this period is 

the role of ideology or ideological conciousness 

influencing the course of voluntary action. The 

Gandhian ideology of Sarvodays as opposed to the ideology 

of communism could be seen here. Gandhi warned the 

rich that "violent and bloody revolution.· is a certainty 

one day unless there is a voluntary abdication of riches 

ard the power that riches give, !.ltd sharing them for a 

conu,on good is made - the present owners have to nake 

the choice between class war and voluntarily converting 

themselves into trustees of their wealth."6 Here comes 

the principle of trusteeship as an ingredient of the 

ideology of sarvodaya. The study briefly toucres 

Sarvodaya, Bhoodan and Gra·'ldan . .,ove:nents which had 

influenced the course of voluntary action for a long 

time. 



The pl";ilosophy of SUrvodaya which was based on 

a compromise between poverty and its cau.s2s, was accepted 

by people like JoPo Narayan as the "Socialist Progra~~ 

in the Xrdian context 11 o 1:. cor.ferer.ce of constructive 

workers was held in 1948 and out of this sarva Seva Sangha 

~rged as the coordinating body of the 1 Sarvodaya Move."''ent:" 

The movement was reportedly at its p9ak !n 1964c \-lith 

8620 Lok Sevaks, 8114 Shant! Sainiks, 2000 organizatio~l 

workers and about 200,000 workers in khadi institutionsu 

The movement by and large had kept pace Hith the government 

prograrrunes.' When Panchayati Raj gave way to Block 

Development# the Sarvodaya agencies matched it with 

=aram Vikas' and other programmes of their owno The 

movement steadily declined after 1964o 

Some of the important reveal ings about the 

St1.rvodaya rr::)Vement ara wori:h :nantioningo ~ccording ·i:o 

a study the leadership of tJ-:e movement uas deominated by 

the upper CClste {10 p3r cent) and .lLtddlc class (SO ~r cent)

..:gain, an::::>r.g the leadership of this move·'lAn·i: there v.'a.S a 

lack of clarity about the 5arvodaya ideologyo The typ3 

of voluntary action Sarvodaya 9reached yffiS external to 

their mental make-up and contnry to their social ,P:)Sitior_, 

This .i.s \·!hY: with the decline of sarvodaya in 1964: ·.·rc 

see rna ny sarvodayites joini r.g the :com unists: e :social :i.sts: 



and the Rastriya Swayam 3evak Sangh. The rest preferred 

socinl work (Roy, 19~). 

The Sarvodaya - like tradition of voluntary 

action continued with the launching of the Bhoodan and 

then Granadan rrovements by Binoba Bhave. Bhoodan began 

in the year 1952 as a 1 Gandhian response• to the Telengana 

uprising by the communists. Again the same old slogan was 

repated 1 •to choose between class war and voluntary 

sharing of wealth with others•. With active governmental 

support and assistance Bhoodan continued till 1957, when 
I 

it lost its significance and developed irto Gramadan, -

Gramdan also ran into rough weather after some years 

( OOm11en 197 2). 

Land was donated ·nainly in Bihar, Rajasthan, 

Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh (although it began in 

Telengana and marched from the 3outh) where feudalism 

had greater sway than elsewhere in the country. The 

major response was said to be from the labourers and 

poor peasants. 99 per cent of the land donated was 

of poor quality. By 19G3, S8mpoorna (total Grarndan gave 

way to :3ulabha (easy) Grarndan and by 1975 Gramdan itself 

tapered off (Roy, 198]). 
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The cor tinuance of the Bhoodan ... Grarr.dan typ3 

of voluntary action for a considerable period of ti~ 

was said to be possible partly due to the actjve connivance 

and acquioescence of the vested interests and forces 

in the society (Oommen 1972). 'vbst of the land, 

voluntarily contributed,was unproductive and in most 

cases it was done to avoid the legal maasures against 

high land-holding. secondly, government patronage wao 

extended with the aim of fulfillirg its co~11it:nent to 

a socialistic pattern .)£ society. In any case, it \"JaS 

prosecuted and presented as an alternative to the radical 
I 

Left rnovemento It left an importar-t lesson a that~ so 

far as the distribution or sharing of the means of 

production is cor-cerned voluntary action cannot ~ 

successful. Though the poor were pre~red to contrll:r-.'ttc 

their labour, the rich were unwilling to part wH:h their 

tlealthc with their productive lando 

A new source of irfluence has already besn 

opened up for the voluntary sectoro This \"JaS indepGnder.t 

India 1 S 1Uelfare constitution•o Basicall~ produc·i:: 
1\ 

of the assenbly of the upper class intellectuals, the 

constitution incorporat,~d '.Nithin it, Gandhian and 

Socialistic principles (representing two opposite 

ideologies) to be implemer.ted by the capital~.st State a'i: 
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7 its will. One kind of guided'voluntary action' was 

launched by the State with the fornation of coordinating 

voluntary bodies with heavy bureaucratic structures 

at the national and State levels. The Central Social 

Welfare Board and the Social Welfare Boards in the 

States represent such a bureaucratization of voluntary 

action. several other bureaucratic organizations also 

came into existence. Voluntary organizations were 

entrusted with the responsibility of implementing 

governmental programnes alongwith the State bureaucracy 
' 

after the First Five-Year Plan was launched in 1952. 

~ny of the volunt~ry organizations got involved in 

the implementation of Five-Year Plan Projects. 

Till the late sixties, 80 per cent of the 

voluntary organizations \~ere charity-oriented and 

carried out irstitutioral programmes, with official 

bureaucratic organizations coordinating their activities 

(Fernandes, 1986). Voluntarism was based :nainly on 

'humanism• and 'ideology' based on the compromises 

between the causes and consequences of poverty. It had 

firm faith in the st~tus quo. In no case did the voluntary 

organizations question the rationality of a system where 
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gross inequality and Qbject poverty were the two distinct 

phenomena. The few voluntary organizations which grew 

with a difference also believed in the 'myth of socialism• 

that the Congress and the constitution created. 

THE THIRD PHASE a 

In the late sixties the voluntary sector began 

witnessing •qualitative and quantitative• changes in it • 

ch a change is being interpreted and explained by 

scholars, •activists• and '!deologues• in their respective 

languages. g This has, in fact, initiated a long debate 

within the voluntary sector as well as betvreen the 

voluntary sector ard those who are corcerned about it. 

In the third phase, we see voluntary organizations , 

worki~g at the macro-level with a long history (e.g. Tubercul~ 
A~sociation of India),continue their relief-and-rehabilitatio~ 
oriented approach. Theyalso stand outside the 'debate•.9 

Voluntary organizations,who were implementing developmental 

progr~mmes till recently,reportedly got 'disillusioned' 

with the 'official development strategy (!ernandes, 1986). 

While some organizations resorted to 'innovative• or 

'alternative• strategies, some other voluntary organizations 

assumed completely a new role - a role of activizir1g the 

people by creating political awareness among the depressed 

to bargain with the political authority for a better livingw 
])iSS 
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Whether these organizations in particular and voluntary 

sector in general got 'di~illusioned' with the 'official 

development strategy' or ~t 

~ will be revealed as we go on. 

The voluntary sector in this place, as we see, has opened 

up greater avenues for the e~ployment of larger number 

of qualified and unemployed youth. A 'professional spirit• 

started dominating this phase. The voluntary sector also sees 

a high influence of funds into it from various international 
10 development agencies and aid-giving agencies. 

·dhile the voluntary sector is witnessing changes 

within it, najor changes are taking place around it. 

A positive correlation between them could not be ruled 

out. Firstly, one sees a dialogue on development going 

on at the international level with reference to Third 

World countries. International development and aid-giving 

agencies have expressed their dissatisfaction with the 

'elitist•, 'corrupt• and 'inefficient• bureaucracy of 

the Third World. 11 The present development plans and 

program1es also have been criticized,as the phenomenon 

of poverty is worsening in these countries. The needs 

of the Third ·:!orld societies have been devided and a 

search is going on for evolvirg alternative strategies to 

meet the basic needs of the concerned people. A search 
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is also going on for locating 'alternative institutions• 

who can i~ple:nent the strategy without questioning the 

~tionality of it. They are said to have no •structural 
12 

constraints• in reaching out to the people. At the 

same time, we notice a campaigning going on for 'privatization'1 

with ir.ternatior.al aid-giving agencies and foreign 

government actively joining it. This period also 

\vitnesses a campaign going on for popularizing sophisticated 

medical and development technology. Voluntary agencies 

are providing a fertile ground for their testing and 

transfer. 

This is the period in which one also sees the 

Indian political system unfolding its li~tations and 

revealing the contradictions existing in it. The national 

•growth rate• is certainly Sho~~q up but at the cost 

of distributive justice. Thus the gap between poverty 

and affluer.ce is widening. The develop~ental strategy 

seems to be aiming at managing poverty but not resolving 

it. Government policies and programmes including the 

ones relating to the field of health seem to be based 

on populist rhetorics such as 'garibi-hatao• 'food-for~1ork•, 

•people's health in people's hands•. 13 These policies 

characterized by 'adhocism•, 'inconsistency' and •superficial 
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co~1itments• are ndmittedly ending in failure. Every 

time, the government is proving its inability to solve 

the problem of poverty. 

On the other hand we see different types of 

responses to such a situation of crisis. Firstly, we 

see a culture of violence and blo,-:>dshed is gradually 

replacing the culture of passivity and indifference, 

so far as the people's response to the failures of the 

system is concerned. :-lhether such a change speaks of 

the influence of radical ideology over the masses or 
I 

whether it is a spontaneous outco~e owing to a prolonged 

period of sufferil"'g and misery, is debatable. In 

either case it reveals the fact that the systen has not 

cone upto the people's expectations. 

The second type of re~~~r.se is comir.g from 

international development and aid-giving agencies with 

the idea of privatizatior {Kothari 1986). The underlying 

assumption is that the Third vlorld government, elected 

'by the people and for the people' have not been able to 

meet people's expectations, r:ainly O\•dng to an ailing 

bureaucracy- a bureaucracy which is •corrupt•, 'inefficient• 

arc1 'elitist•. The imr:-ediate suggestion, therefore, is 

the denationalization of se1vices and assigning them to 
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the private and voluntary sectors which are efficient 

and corru.:itted to • goal attainrrent •. This suggestion 

is primarily based on the Western experience. Eere the 

question ?rises whether the concept of privati2ation can 

be an answer to the present •crisis' ? In developed 

societies privatization does not affect any group of 

the population adversely because though there is inequality, 

it is of affluence only. To the contrary, in developing 

countries like India, we have inequality of poverty, 

where it should be the absolute responsibility of the 

State to equalize the lesser equals (Pattnaik, 1987). 

The third type of response is coming from the 

voluntary sector itself, who claim to have developed 

an answer. These organizations - many of whom are worKing 

at micro-level developmental projects - claim to have 

successfully experimented with the concepts of 'people's 

participation•, •self-reliance•, etc. Without relying 

on the govermneut, the community (the populetion with 

whom they are working in different areas) can mobilize 

its own resources and depend on it. 14 Voluntary agencies 

and their leaders have successfully put forth their point 

on the media and intellectual platforms. 

The purpose of writing all this is that, the 
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present strategy of ir.vol ving the vol ur.tary sector in 

the path of development and government collaboration 
\ 

with the'Tl, should be seen in the light of these developnents. 

The Seventh Plan Papers have a sepaxate chapter dealing 

with voluntary agencies (GOI, 1986). A code of conduct 

and a national council of voluntary organizations are 

to be established. 15 This has made the approach of the 

government to the voluntary organizations more ambiguous. 

Thus in the later phase of voluntarism we see 
I 

its nature 'becoming more and more complex. several 

national andinternational forces are acting on the voluntary 

sector. The diversities in the voluntary sector are 

getting increasingly manifest with a section of it 

dominating the show. The voluntary sector in this 

stage seems to have turned itself ~a battle-ground 

where different •ideologies• are engaged in a war of 

supremacy - the com~n man being the victim in each case. 

VOLUNTARISM AND P.EALTH 1 

All these develorments had repurcussions on health. 

It resulted in a similar ldnd of voluntary action in 

health. It is said that in modern times, Chrietain 

missionaries pioneered the tradition of running charitable 
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dispensaries and hospitals (MUkhopadhya, 1987 ). MUch 

later Hindu charitable organizations like the Ramakrishna 

Mission also opened charitable dispensaries. But the 

nature of voluntary activities was ambiguous as it was 

often alleged that the missionary organizations had a 

vested interest in it. Voluntary action was identified 

with these activities. For a long time the problems of 

ill-health and diseases did not catch the attention of 

the Indian intellectu:·als involved ir· socio-cultural 

reforms. It was only in the first two decades of the 

present century that isolated ca•es of voluntary action 

in the field of health by enlighte~ed individuals was 

witnessed. Gurudev Tagore evolved a health care sezvice 

for the Santhal villages around Shantiniketan which 

included the refreshing concepts of cooperation, low-cost 

curative services, etc. (Mukhopadhya, 1987). 

In the twenties and the thirties voluntary action 

in the health field was irfluenced by Gandhian ideology. 

The first of voluntarism was guided by a humanist concern 

and an 'anti-colonial and nationalistic spirit. A •concern• 

for the victims of ill-health and communicable diseases 

was created among the intellectuals and medical professionals. 

Such a concern and conciousness resulted in the formation 

of voluntary bodies like the Hind Kustha Nivran Sangh and 



the Tuberculosis Association of India. The Indian r~~~cal 

Association ~res also born out of voluntary efforts by 

nationalistic-minded doctors likG BoCo Roy~ AoY.o Ansari~ 

Khan Saheb and N.~o Jaisuryao These medical professiorala 

also received influence from abroado They were inspired 

by the Welfare State move~ent going on in the United 

Kingdom and the socialized r'ealth Services in the Soviet 

Union (Banerji, 198C)o 

Highlighting the deplorable state of health in 

India ir: his Presidential Address at the All India H~i~J. 

Conference at Lahore in 1929, Dr. BoC. Roy had called 

for an organized voluntary effort by the Indian M~dicul 

Association, ~it is not necessary for ms to m2ntio~ ~r~~ 

the history of government during the past 100 yearn ha~ 

~~en such that we need· not look for inspiration or hslp 

from the authorities. If we mean to do an)(ching we shell 

have to do it ir.spite of the governr:~ento ~~e must. organL;u 

ourselves, volur.tnry organizations have to be formed for 

social services.:- for givirg aid during epidendcs, for the 

medical inspection of school children, for raising sanitary 

1 tl 11 16 cone outir.ess ar-10ng 1e t:-asses ,, 

Voluntary effor.:.s ir. health om3rged in this ?."J::!r5.od 

due to a humanistic cor.cern for the problems of J.ll··heal·i:.h 



and diseases which had engulfed millions and millions 

of people ir. rural Ir:dia. However, the causes of ill

health ar.d the socio-economic factors which influenced 

its nature and dimensions could not be understood. 

In tr.e years following Independence the voluntary 

health sector has witnessed a rapid growth in its 

number and activities. In 1974, 1,149 hospitals having 

73,686 beds came withi~ the voluntary sector. They 

accourted for 23 per cent of all hospital beds in the 

country. There were also 9 34 dispensaries in this 

sector catering to 39,06,351 out-patients annually. 

Out of the 1.149 hospitals in the voluntary sector, 811 

were located in the church sector, with a capacity of 

beds constituting 94 per cent (69,799) of the total 

(Tong, 1975). According to the government health 

statistics (as on 1-1-1983) the number of hospitals 

located in the private and voluntary sector had gone 

upto 3022. The total number of hospitals and beds 

available in the country was 6901. Thus, while the 

private and voluntary sectors together owned 43.8 per cent 

of the total percentage, so. 7 per cent was government owned 

and 5.5 per cent were owned by local bodies. The proportion 

of hospital beds owned by the private sector was even 
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lower at 27.6 per cent of the total, while the government 

owned 67.7 per cent. The rural-urban distribution of 

these facilities is mostly skewed with only 26.9 per cent 

hospitals and 13.5 per cent of beds being in rural areas 

(GOI, 1983). The breakdowns by private and public 

ownership are not available separately for rural-urban 

facilities. Co. -ing to the ownership of dispensaries 
1 

only 14.4 per cer.t of them are run by the private and 

voluntary sectors. Again, while government facilities 

are distributed all over the country, hospitals run by 

' non-governmental organizations are nainly located in 

urban areas (Chatterji, 1988). 

While the number of voluntary organizations is 

ircreasing, we notice a larger inflow of foreign funds 

into the voluntary sector in the form of different aids 

and contributions. The number of voluntary organizations 

is increasing so rapidly that, irternational aid-giving 

agencies ard foreign governments have found it difficult 

to finance them directly. A number of •nodal' agencies 

have come up in tris period, through whom funds are 

beir:·g transferred to the "":licro-level voluntary organizations. 

The appea1ance of •nodal' ac;~encies at DBcro-levels 

might have effected the nature of voluntary activities in 
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more than one way. Firstly, it might have introduced 

the element of 'ccmpetition' in the voluntary sector 

at the micro-level. Voluntary organizatic-ns have to 

canpet e with each oth.:n 1 n develop! ng 'innovative' 

approaches in order to proof before the nodal agencies 

that they ar~ different from the rest. This will heLp 

them to g~t more and more funds. secondly, voluntary 

activities can be better regulated through these 'nodal' 

agencies. Thus the element of control or supervision 

is being shifted to the hands of the international 

agencies. 

< Apart from this we see changes taking place in 

the international thinking on health and development 

in the Third World. Different approaches have been 

devised by international health agencies such as the 

WHO and UNICEF to meet the challenges thrown by the 

Third World societies so far as the high incidence 

of 'communicable diseases', 'population growth' and 

'health status' in general are concerned. The 'major 

conc~rn' for international health agencies, after the 

launching of the Communicable Diseases Programme, has been 

the 'povulation explosion'. This has led to the emergEnce 

of family planning. It is needless to say that almost 



all the approaches have been technology-orientedo Th!o 

has affected the smooth paosage of sophisticated madical 

technology to India. ~ technology-oriented family 

planning approuch was launched in India in the sixtieso 

The role of voluntary organizations here was to "convert 

the Family Planning Programme from a routine government 

18 programr"G to a people's rnovemanto 11 Voluntary organizations 

carrying out family planning activities got 100 per cen~ 

fire ncial assistance. Hovrever, as histwry says, even 

in the case of the Family Planning Association of India 

(one of the oldest vo1untary organizatiors), the 

involvement of citizens was not impressive, turning~ 

the slogan of people's move'Tlent into a myth (BQnerji, 19a;;L, 

Later, more and more goal-oriented program..1os 

have come to dominate the field of health activi t."!.os" 

In 1978, the AJma-Ata Conference held under the joint 

auspices of the WHO and the L'NICEF gave birth t::> t. new 

approach in health car~ kno~t "is the 1 Primary H~al-i:h Car~ 

Approach 1 : Hhich fixed a goal of 1 Health i:~or lU 1 By ?.000 

('tlHO/Ul\ICEF t 1978) (> This conference \'::as precedeci. 

by a joint study by the ~rno and the UNICEF for finding 

out altern'ltive approaches to me~ the basic health 

needs :~f tre ~hird 'l'lorld people (\•THO/UNICEF~ 'i977 )., Thi.:; 



study examines some of the isolated voluntary health 

projects in the Third World like the CRHP, Jamked, in 

India. The conclusion drawn goes strongly in favour of 

voluntary organizations. At the same time, so~ assumptions 

go a<:·ainst the government health services. The govern11ent 

henlth sector lacks irfrstructural facilities, trained 

~npower and com~itted medical and para~edical personrel, 

and thus cannot be trusted to execute any goal-oriented 

program ~e. 

The national govern ent has expressed its 

comldtment to the goal of attaining health for all by 

2000 A.9. 19 The primary health care approach also 

got necessary patronage. Such a •co~~itment• seems to 

have m3de the government look for help from voluntary 

and private health bodies because the public health 

sector alone cannot achieve it. At the same time, 

voluntary organizations have something to do to 'please• 

the government in the form of imple~enting the community 

health worker scheme successfully. Although recommendations 

for 
'jO 

a cadre of village level health workers.ILM- back to 

the 
t._ 
~re Co.•rnittee of 1949• and although they were 

reiterr:~ted by the Srivastava Corn...,ittee, the implementation 

of the proposal owes ~uch to the experiences of the 

voluntary health projects at Kasa, Miraj and Jamkhed in 



··~harasl•tra (Chatterji, 1988)o The community health 

workers scheme was introduced at the nationel leva! 

in 1977c 

The =action-demonstrations• of som2 of the 

voluntary health projects seem to have affected the 

government 1 s health policy, thaough collectively 

voluntary health program~s have had little impact on 

aggregate health statistics. Voluntary organizations 

in the field of health rave acquired a considerable 

importance since the emergence of the •community 

health approach•o Voluntary health projects adopting 

the community health model had got wide support from 

the government and the WHO by the late seventies. In 

1976, in a symposium held under the joint auspices of 

~he Indian Council of Social Science Research and 

Indian Council of Medical Research, some 1 significant: 

on-going projects in health were reviewed (!C.1R··ICS.]R!' 1976L 

The number of such projects was doubled by 1980c when 

the ICMR hosted a conference, this tiffi3 to evaluate 

strategies for prinsry health car3o These event~ 

signalled a chdnge in the governments perception of 

the voluntary sector. In recent years: mainly since 

the Sixth Five-Year Plan, the role of tho voluntary 
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sector in developmental progra~nes has become a 

kind of 'official work' (Chatterji, 1988). A recent 

gov~rrunent document substantiates this role with the 

words that •achieving active community participation 

in health and health related programmes should also be 

a :part of the strategy. In particular, active conununity 

participation and invol vemer.t of NGOs in a rressive 

health education effort is urgently needed ••• with a 

view to reducing governrnent expenditure and freely 

utilizing untapped resources, planned program~es may 

be devised, related to the local requirements and 

patients, to encourage the establishment of practices 

by private medical professionals, ircrease invest~ent 

by non-governmental agencies in establishing curative 

centres and by offering organized logistical, financial 

and technical support to voluntary agencies active in 

the health field11
•

20 

If some of the government documents are read 

together the picture will a;)pear somewhat confusing. 

It is difficult to know clearly whether the government 

wants voluntary organizations to •supplement• its efforts 

or •collaborate' with them. A recent publication of the 



Ministry of Health and Family ·.-:el fare, stresses the 

steps that the gover~nent has taken 6 to date, to 

support the voluntary sector and refer repeatedly to 
21 the fact that NGOs :supplement• goverrr~ental effortso 

The National Health Policy, on the other hand, suggests 

that the govern~nt is interested in :collaboratings 

with the voluntary sector in the health field, the 

i'll."1ediate cause being the inability of the p-~blic health 

system to deal effectively with national health problemso 

A partnership between th2 governNtent and the voluntary 

sector is expe~ed to overcome so~e of the structural 

weaknesses of the macrolevel system and result in a 

better utilization of the government's resources. The 

Appr~1ch Paper to the Seventh Plan translated the 

reco~~ndations of the National Health Policy to involvo 

voluntary organizations into a broad action str~tegyo 

It identified the areas of family planning6 health 

oducation and curative medicine as important, and suggested 

five ways in which voluntary agencies can participate -· 

in planning, education, service provisions, resources, 

supplementations and innovatiorso 22 

~hus a few significant developments could be 

traced in !rd around the voluntary sector active in the 
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field of health. Firstly; on the lines of international 

development agencies, irternational health agencies 

are also advocating a new role for the voluntary and 

priv~te sector, which would divide the responsibility 

of the State in looking after the health of the people. 

Secondly, a positive response is coming from the govern~ent 

to this call. The government is also treating both 

private and voluntary sectors as sydonymous. 23 The 

approach towards the voluntary organization looks unclear, 

though the emphasis on their potentiality is increasing. 

Thirdly, we sed a group of micro-level vountary health 

agencies increasingly claiming their success in reaching 

out to the community, through successful experimentations 

of 'innovative concepts•. 

The study shall undertake a theoretical critique 

of these concepts but not before an examination, in the 

next chapter, of the State health services, whose 

'limitations' provide an excellent opportunity to the 

voluntary organizations to ·nake their mark. 



CHAPI'ER - 2 

LIMITATI CNS OF THE STATE HEALTH 
SERVICES! SCOPE FCR VOLUNTARISM 
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Before tryir:g to locate the voluntary 

organizations in the health field vis~-vis the 

state health services syste~, a brief analysis of the 

State health services system itself is needed, wainly 

be~tuse, it is the •anorralies• or 'limitations• in 

the health services system which are providir:g voluntary 

organizations an entry-point to establish themselves. 

This is tLe consequence of widely considering the 

health services system prima facie and of treating 

the •anomalies• or 'limitations' as inevitable. The• 

' present study looks at the health services system as 

a part of the larger socio-economic system with the 

assumption that the anorralies have their roots in 

the socio-economic structur~ itself and not in the 

institutions originating out of the structure. The 

voluntary organizations and the State health service 

system have their roots ir. the socio-economic system. 

In a capitalist system,where health is being 

commericialized, the health services system functions 

as a commodity having an "exchange value" but not 

"'4 necessarily a 11Use value"... This does not affect 

the population adv~rsely because the existing inequality 

is of affluence merely. Where socialism is building up• 



the health services function as a part of a package 

of food, housing, clothing, safe drinkir.g water, 
25 education and employment for all. In India, the health 

services system presentsa paradoxical picture. It 

stands somewhere be~ween a promise and the realities 

which are shaping its nature. The dominant ideology 

of the ruling class, their socio-economic composition, 

the nexus between different vested interests such 

as the medical profession and the commercial medical 

ir.dustry, the sub-ordir.ation of the natioral society 

to the\nter'national 3ystem domirated by the developed 

countries of the West are amorg the several factors 

which together have influenced the growth and 

developmert of the health services system in Irdia, 

which, therefore, now reveals certair. distinct features& 

mass-services dichotomy, urban and curative orientation, 

ad hoc and unscientific plar,ning, lack of ur:derstandir:g 

of the social realities influencing health status, 

absence of proper research and analysis to provide 

suprJOrt to policy ard programme formulation and their 

evaluatior.. 

THE IP.RATIOt~AL BEGD,~NlNG: 

The element of 'irratior.ality• is inherent in 

tr.e r.eal th services 1 system•. The mass-services dichotomy 
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is not a r~cent phenomenono Ever since its inception6 

modern health services have beco~e alienated from the 

rrt:lOSeso :1edica1 services in British India catered 

overwhelmingly to the r.eeds of the army and European 

civil population 2 only a tiny proportion of the 

native population residing in the cities or urh£n 

centrec could avail of modern medical serviceso Among 

the rest (more than 90 per cent of the popalation) only 

a minority could get soms form of medical care from 

the extre~ly limited number of hospitals and dispensaries 
, 

run by government institutions and private practionerso 

Public health services were provided only when there 

was a massive outbreak of epidemic diseases such as 

plague, cholera and small-pox (Bannerji, 191~)o The 

public health service infranstructure was ad hoc in 

nature and the provision of health services depanded 

on the :will: of the rulerso 

With this 'wi11 1 gettir.g legitimate expression 

~.n Inde~nder.t Indic::: s "''elf are corstitution6 the gcp 

between the r:ass and the services got further strengthenedo ?.G 

'l'he health services system "'rhich India inherited on 

independence continued to have the coloni~l features 

such as 1 class orientation of Indian physiciansc their 
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enculturation in British-modelled Indian ~dical colleges, 

and a more thorough and ~re extensive indoctrination 

of the key leaders of the Indian medical profession in 

the Royal ColJegeso These physicians, who had ~en 

indoctrinated in western values" acquired dominant 

leadership ~sition in all fa~s of health services 

in India (Bsnerji, 1975)o This factor helped the 

interests of the medical profossion to get precedence 

over that of the interests of the people. Thus the 

position that medical elite occupy amor.g the ruling 

elites, and the influences they receive from co~mercial 

and othe1 irterests have influerced policy-making in 

the health field; specifically, it has contributed to 

the growth of urban and curative oriertation in the 

health serviceso 

ATTEMPTS AT FATIO~ALlZATION a 

It: is not exactly that no effort han been 

nGde to rationalize the health services and to ~3kc 

them p30plu-oriented.. The 1930s ITBrked the gro'!.tth of 

a conciousness among the national movement leadersl-:ip 

and e~ligrtered rr;edical professionals for the deve1o~nt 

of a health services ir frstructure uhich '!.c:ould cator t.o 

the needs of th~ ns. S£es u Such a concj O:t'.nnouo culmin~.a'i:od 

in the formation of s~cial sub~comrittee on health by 
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the National Planning Committee of the Indian National 

Congress in 1935. Popularly Kn':.wn as the Sokhey 

Commdttee,the highlighting point of its recommendations 

was that it had as:igned the responsibility of 

maintaining the health of the people to the State (~~~ 1940). 

All other recommendatiors relied on this single suggestion. 

The committee, for example, suggested the integration ., 
of the curative and preventive functions in a single 

State agency. It also stressed the need for 1 training 

large nunmers of health worke!s in practical community 
I 

and persoral hygiene, putt1ng emphasis on the soc.ial 

aspects and implications of medical and public health 

work; integration of indigenous medical practitioners 

into the State health services system, giving them 

scientific training where necessary, etc. In its final 

report, the committee had clearly mentioned that the 

corner-stone of the scheme was a community health 

worker (NPC, 1940). 

Such an effort in bridging the gap between man 

and the services got final recognition with the formation 

of the first ever official committee on health in 1943. 

The Bhore Committee echoed the concern of the Sokhey 

Committee and added some more measures, all of which are 



pertinent even today. The m,ore Com:n!t.tee took the 

people as the objective and assigned the State absolute 

responsibility for maintaining the health of the 

people. It suggested that, no individual should be 

denied adequate medical care because of his inability 

to pay for it : health services should bs located ati 

close to the people as possible to ensure the maximum 

benefit to the co~munities served; the active cooperation 

of the people must be secured in the develo~nt the 

health pro~ramme; the physician of tomorr~1 was 

vizualized to be scientist and social worker, ready 

to cooperate in a team work, in close touch with the 

people he disintec}estedly serves, a friend and a leader 

he directs all his efforts towards the prevention o~ 

disease and becomes a therapist where prevention has 

broken down, the social physician protecting the 

people and guiding them to a healthier and happier 
27 life., The co:nmi'i:tee was ho~ful that a health 

organization, enriched by the spirit of such a 'Tledical 

professior.c will r:aturally ~mrk to\·Jards the promotion 

of the closest cooperation of the paopleo It uill 

recognize that an irformed ?ublic opinion is the only~ 

foundation in \'Jbich the superstructure of nat;t.onal 

health can safely be built (GOI, 1946)c 

The purpose of pre~enting in brief som~ of the 
' I 



recommendations of the committee is to highlight 

the point that, as long as in the 1940s, a committee 

of outstanding medical professionals, had assioned the 

responsibility of maintaining the health of the ~le 

Ex the Stat~ itselfo 'People's Participation• and 

1 People 1 s Involvement in the Health Policy 1 , ~hich ara 

being presented in the form of slogans and 1 innovative: 

ideas, had, in fact, been devised by these com~tteeso 

Though the ~re Committee recomnendations are said to 

have provided the broad framework for the developmert 

of the heAlth services in India, the highlighting points 

have been left out. Both the lorg-term and short-term 

schemes which the committee prescribed for the exparsion 

of the health services irfrastructure and manpower 

development are yet to be worked out fullyo 28 

THE CONTE'1PORARY REALITY a 
.---.-..- -----
(a) ~DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES 

Today, even after 40 years of Ir.depandence, the 

health services re~ain alien:atect from the masseso The 

urban and curative bias is still pre-dominante The l!mi~ed 

resources,which the plarrers al:ocate for the health sector: 

is mostly co~sumed by a sophist1cated and curative-oriented 

services system, operating in urban India, which constitutes 

only 22 per c~nt of the total popul3tiono On the other 
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hand a financially starved rural health services system 

with a network PHCs and a non-functional refer~l 

system is catering to the needs of about 78 per cent 

of the population residing in rural India. Out of 

the total 7369 hospitals in the country 5424 (73 per cent) 

are located in urban areas while orly 1945 (26 per cent) 

are serving the rural population. Si~ilarly, while urban 

hospitals own almost 86 per cent (446019J of the total 

514989 beds, or·y 68970 beds (13 per cent) are available 

for the rural population. Again while 80 per cent of 
I 

the country's doctors are based in urban India, only 20 

per cent of them serve 80 per cent of the total population 

(GOI, 1983,. At a time when we see such an uneven 

distribution of health resources in favour of the 

minority urban India, there is an enorroc>us pressure 

from within the medicare profession as well as from the 

medical technology industries on the government to 

establish highly specialized services in Urban centres -

services such as coron~ry care units, cobalt treatment 

facilities and C.T. Scanners (Zurbrigg, 1984). These 

services, which are exhorbitantly costly to ~intain 

(let alone establish), are of dubious life-saving 

capacity and are available to only tiny proportion of 

the population. 



(b) '1AL-DISTR I BtlriON OF HEI?ICAL TEX:HNOLOGY I 

The distribution of ~edical technology has been 

disproportionately in favour of curative-oriented 

urban hospitals which deprives the peripheral units 

even to have elementary facilities like an X-Ray .nachine, 

emergency blood supplies, etc. (Oadeer, 1986). SO far 

as availability of drugs is concerned, the emphasis of 

even the public sector has been more on sales of non

essential items like tonics, vitamins and nutritional 

supplements. While 25 per cent of the annual drug 

production in the country is taken up by vitamin tonics 

and nutrients,only 1.4 per cent is devoted to essential 

drugs like anti-tuberculosis drugs. As a result, 

essential drugs such as INH, Streptomycin {for TB) and 

Dapsone (for leprosy) are in constant critical under

supply. The production INH and Dapsone is only one~hird 

and one-quarter respectively of the ~ini~ requirements. 29 

The rise in the price of essential drugs further adds to 

the burden of the poor rran. This makes them more in

accessible to the majority of the peripheral institutions 

and poorer sections. At the same time, the medical 

technology industries through the mass media mechanism 

are successfully creating artificial •needs' in favour 

of their tonics or nutritional supplement products. 



(C) THE UN _.CI Er~:'I f.'IC VERTIC~.L FR CGR.;M:-:E-3: 

The conventional arproach to health problems 

dominated policy-making in the healthfield, which 

could not prcmot e a rati cnal developnent of the health 

services infrastructure. Policy planners took up specific 

health problems and the entire health services machinery 

geared to their eradication and control. The national 

health programmes were launched to combat ccmmunicable 

diseases like small-pox, malaria and tuberculosis. They 
I 

were almost exclusively based on what were then considered 

to be the 'near-miraculous potency of the newly-discovered 

technology'. The protagonists of this approach were so 
• 

deeply convinced aboLt its soundness that they emphatically 
' 

asserted that as the diseases were going to be eradicated 

from the country once and for all or at least controlled so 

thoroughly that they woula cease to be public health 

problems; there was little sense in conducting any 

30 major research in these areas. These prcg rsrr.mes got the 

patronage of world health bodies like the UNICEF and WHO. 

As Banerji points out, these vertical programn es were 

attrctcti ve to the poli tic(-,1 leaders for a number of 

reasons. They gave spectacular results within a short 

time; they dealt with health problems which were 

ext en~i v ely prevalent; they were assured of support from 

interndl organizaticns and western countries; and they 

offered a single altE.--rndtive to establishing a network 



of pernldnent health services to cover the vast population 

31 of tht.• country. Before the health services syste.11 co-uld 

recover frc:n th~ traumatic effect of the vertical programmes., 

an even more extensive pr~ rarnme was launched in the fonn 

of Family Planning Progranune. 

These specific vertical programmes along with 

the Family Planning Programme totally disorganized 

the health services system. Out of the total resources 

allocated for the health sector, a large amount 1:1as already 

being consumed by hospital and medical colleges in all the 

big cities. Of the limitc1:l resources earmarked for attending 

to the needs of the masses, the bulk was allocated for 

running vertical prog ramn es. Hence, the develop-nent of 

a health services infrastructure got neglectedo 

(d) WRDIG PRI ORITII•:s: 

The health services system has been based on 

wrong priorities. This gets rPflected in the investment 

pattern. l"ledicC~l ex[Jenditurt~s have been consistently 

high as cc.11pcrPd to public health expend i tuz:~s \"Jhich 

cover Hctt er supply :;ewe rage, control of com'TlunicCible 

diseases, health educcttion, health statistics and 

research. From 1950 to 1979, while the expenditure on 

pubJ.i c he.41 th varied bet.Jef:.!n 27 to 4 2 per cent of 

the total expenditore on health services, the range 



varied from 61 to 73 per cent on the medical and 

family planning fields. Investment in family planning 

itself has risen from one-third of the total medical 

exi~nditure in 1966-69 to nedrly one-half in 1979. 

The Minimum Needs Progrdffiffie whose share in the health 

budget rose from 17 per cent in Fifth Plan to 31 per cent 

in the Sixth Plan also reflects a misplaced priority. 

It is true that it was an effort to invest additionally 

into infrastructural facilities but it happended at 

the cost of the preventive I'rog rammes. The much-

needed rural infrastructural facilities are being 
• 

developed but they wi 11 continue to have vertical 

32 orientations only. 

The actual investment in health, when calculated 

at current prices, comes to 0.23 per cent and 1.24 per cent 

of the total national expenditure over the years from 

1950 to l979. ~is is against the minimum 5 per cent 

as prescribed by the expert committees. However, 

unless the increase in the investment is preceded 

by a change in the priorities, it will not help the 

masses in real terms. 

(e) PEC,PLE' S PARTICIPATION THE MYTH 

The schemes that were introduced in order to 

ensure • People's Parti ci pati on • in health care services 
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(concepts earlier experimented by some voluntary 

agencies) led to further alienation of services from 

the masses, turning the concept of 'Peoples Participation 

into a 'myth'. Qadeer, in one of her studies in a 

tribal district of Madhya Pradesh, finds that, the 

introduction of the community health workers scheme, 

has created another divide in the health services 

system. 33 The poorer sections who were earlier using 

the local healers for the lack of accessibility to 

the PHC were now using the C~~ in the hope of better 

treatment. In the absence of a proper link, between 

the CH'.i • s work and the PHC network, the PHC remains 

aliented from the people. Without even questioning 

the selection procedures and background of the community 

health workers, it can safely be said that, without 

improving the economic conditions of the people in 

general, if one of them is selected to educate the 

rest, with necessary information or medical knowledge 

transmitted into him by the higher authorities, he 

might become an elite among the masses. His desire 

for maintenance or improvement of his newly-achieved 

status wi 11 lead him to move towards the already more 

privileged sections of the community than the masses. 

This will further compound the mass-services dichotomy • 

The toP-down approach rules out the participatory 

element in health planning. In health services, two 
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kinds of participatory activities are possible: one, 

where the recipients of the services are involved in 

the planning and evaluating processes and can thus 

influence the services, and the other, where various 

categories of health workers have similar role to 
34 play in running the services which they provide. 

People's participation remains a myth in India, as in 

the presence of stratifications in Indian villages, 

it does not encourage people's accessibility to health 

services or. health policy-making. 'lhe participation 

of health workers in planning and evaluation of their 

work is unheard of in the Indian setting. Decision-making 

in the health-field has been the exclusive domain of 

the medical experts only(·Zurbrigg, 1984). 

The health services system instead of promoting 

participation in rural areas is contributing to 

alientation as the medical and para-medical personnel 

ranain as 'Sahib' or 'man-Sahib' in the perception of 
35 the rural people. The staff of the PHC often 

identify themselves with the rich and privileged few 

of the villages, which gives them status and money. 

Thus, as the structure of the PHC becomes subservient 

to the social structure of the people. it remains 



alienated from the common masses. Another factor 

contributing to the alienation or mass-services dichotomy 

is the working hours of a PHC. The PHC, like a banking 

establishment remains open for all practical purposes 

for six to eight hours on week days. This is happening 

when the country has a record number of unemployed 

doctors. The people who need health services (mostly 

belonging to the working class) go to work before 

the PHC opens and come back after it closes down. This 

factor not only leads to under-utilization of whatever 

medical services are available but adds to the poor 

man's burden as he has to look for a private 

practitioner. 

The concept of 'social physician' whi?h the 

Bhore Committee had visualized remains a myth. 

Considering the social background of physicians and 

the health workersJtheir training set-up and the type 

of medical education they receive makes them oriented 

more towards the profession than the people- medical 

grdduates become more ambitious to be trained in super

specialities and serve urban populations which can 

give than both money and status. 'rhis is why the 

internship proqramrnes of the medical colleges do not 



serve any purpose. The intern is given 15 to 30 days 

to get acquainted with the social realities of a 

village. He becomes so busy dealing with out-patients 

that he hardly gets time to think of their personal 

life. Moreover, even if the intern or doctor understands 

the social realities of the village(which prevents 

the PHC from getting closer to the people or leads 

to the failure of the government's health programme) 

he cannot do much because there is no feedback system. 

UNSCic.NTH'IC UNDERSTANDING OF PEOPLES'' FELT NEEDSI' 

Anoth~r r1·ason why tht:> health services have 

not come upto expectations of th~ people is its lack 

of understandincJ (,f the unmet felt nE'eds of the people 

(the unmet felt needs were discovered for the first 

time in a scientific study which preceded the 

formulation of thE' national Tuberculosis programr11e). 

In thE' absence of sci enti fie research and a proper 

feed-back mechanism the health programmes are heading 

towards failur'"' cmd heultb services system ha[; remained 

far from bein<J a neE'd-based system. When the people$ 

feltneed is for food, a. package of nutrition supr-•lement 

progr<:mlflrt-- i :3 bein<J 1 rovided as a solution(a progr~nrnre 

which covers a particular age grc,up of children). 

On the other hand, people have been blamed for their 

ignorance and lack of willingness to utilize the health 

services. 
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':'he IC~.R-ICSSR study group( which was forrted to 

facilitate the adaptation and implementation of WHO 

strategy of 1 hectl th for ell by 2000 AD') brought out 

same of the major limitativn~ of the present health 

servict-·s system (ICMR-ICSSR, 1980). There was a 

realizdtic•n that due to a complex of socio--econo:nic, 

political and environmental factor.s, the health services 

system has not been able to r.'eet the needs of the people. 

However, such a rt=-alizatic•n is not reflected in their 

recc:nmendati ons and so any strategy which they evolve 

is lec:~st likely to yteld any desirable result. The . 
collection of vi tal statistics still ignor~ the class 

differentials, which would otherwise have given us a 

clear pictur~"> of the health status of the downtrodden 

and the underprivileged classes. The National Sample 

Survey's Sample Registration Schemes only shot.rs the 

rural urban disparities in death and morbidity 

patterns. '1-/e cc:ne to know abo-~tthe differences in 

mortality and morbidity rates between clas.ses through 

micro.-le-ve1 stud! es(Tyalor, et. al. 1968, Sahu, 1980) o 

In the Jbsence of an understandi~g of the social 

realities exi sU nu in Indidn villages, the naeds and 

expect at i tns of thtJ peop1 e, hec: 1 th services are not 

only yettin<J ali en~ted frc:r the people~ the 

~}7 .. in e<:JUdl ity in th___. health status 1 s'-rurther t--Ji dening, 



This rather brief analysis acquaints us with 

the problsn~ of the pre.•ent health services system and 

its possible consequences on the health status of 

the people. Health policies have been based on 

unscientific approacht-s, wrong priori ties, inappropriate 

technologies, have conformed to the interests of the 

medical profession,medical industries and the privileged 

sector of society. As a result of all this, a national 

health services infrastructure catering to the needs 

of the masses is yet to develop, inspite of the fact 

that as back as in the 1940s, expert committees had 
?:f 

prescribed a somewhat reasonable framework for it. One 

of the main reasons being attributed to the phenc:nenon 

is, the common class background of the meeical 

elites and policy-maker~ ~ho together contribute to 

po:icy-making in the health-field and their vulnerability 

to vested interests in the society as uell as abroad., 

The govt.~rniny elites hdve the interests of the 

profession vividly in mind ·.vhen shaping health policy" 

The f·rctctic···l reason::; are said to have reinforced this 

class affinity .. 

. ?irstly, national h~>Alth rl.:mnt::>rs ond govt=rnment 

offici r~' ·~ ~rimar~ ly belon<J to tht::> urbam-educated elite 

of Indian ..:ocie'\:y. J'lith numerous :")rivate clinics to 

choose frc:n and witlt incomes which make such services 



easily affordabla, all their health needs are amply 

catered to. And, conveniently, the large public 

institutions provide the highly specializAd medical 

technology which is too costly for private clinicso 

There is th~refore no direct stimulus fr~ political 

leaders and parties for distributive changes in the 

system(wurbrig0, 1984). Secondly, to give priority 

to tht- needs of the common peoplein a field such as 

health care would potentially bring into que~_tion 

all naticnal policies and hence the privileged position 

of the elites. themselves in society. This would include 

is:ues such as the continual :naldistribution of land, 

industrial resources and professional services such 

as educotion and law. Thus a r~ordering of medical 

prioriti~s poses a comprehensive threat to existing 

) 3b interests and powers thr(lu.;_,hout society(ibid o 

As is evident by now, th~ factors contributing 

to tht- grc\1>/th dnd development of health servicas 

have their roots not in the heolth instituticns or 

health servicHs system but in thP larger socio-econc:n1.c 

st ructu r PS. Notwi t!.s '. andi ng tr;i s £act, the limi tdt 1 ons 

o~ the ht->a 1 tt. .:->e--vict:.:; syst 8Tl art"' be 1 ng interpreted 

as norrnn~ 'int>tiutional limitations'; this only 

provides voluntary agencies (tht: alternative 

instituticns) an entry point to establish their position 

vi s~avi s tho::- i nst i tut ions of the stat e. Keeping 
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this in view, we shall switch over, in the next chapter, 

to see where the voluntary health institutions 

stand as compared to the state health services. In 

what way are they closer to the people' How different 
31 

are they from the state health services system? 



CHAPI'ER - 3 

PERSPECTIVES AND INNOVATIVENESS IN VOLUNTARISM 
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The craze for 'alternatives• or 'innovative• 

approaches found its expression in voluntary health 

activities ~rostly in the early 1970s. ~.any char:ges 

were taking place in and around this time. The health 

setvices system at home was revealing its limitations 

in reaching the people. A change also became evident at 

the international level in the approach to the Third 

World problems of poverty and ill health. 38 Everywhere 

a search was going on for findir.g alternative approaches 

to these problems. At this time, a number of voluntacy 

model projects were launched with the active support 

of national and international agencies and governments. 

These projects started experimenting with 'innovative• 

ideas, the reported success of which provided them 
1\.( 

the media and,platform to present them as alternatives. 

Before maY~ng a theoretical examiration of the functioning 

and relevance of their 'innovative• ideas and concepts, 

we shall present the distinct features characterising 

these model projects and the evaluation studies 

b!sed on them. 

VOLUNTARY DEVELOFMENT AGENCIES THE BASIC APPROACHES 

They start basically with a local approach to 
h 

the problems of ill aealth in the area of their activities 



mostly with "no replication or national change in 

mind". This start itself can be questioned because 

a project which cannot be replicated or which is 

not intended to be replicated has almost no value for 

the nation. They devise their own concept of •community• 

and apply it to the villages of their respective project 

areas. These •communities• are treated as independent 

units having no relationship with each other or with 

the external world, and which can thus be easily made 

a target for 'desirable changes •. This displays a 

lack of understanding of the intensity and complexity 

of the local problems. It is assumed that they are 

independent of the larger socio-economic structure 

which could be resolved with efficient and sincere 

technological and developnental interventions. What 

is to be done, they say, is to get the legitimacy of 

the •community• through the techniques of •community 

participation•, •community self-reliance•, •community 

involvement•. If we do not take the project leaders 

as independent entities, their approach reflects the 

approach which is followed at the international level 

to the Third World problems of poverty and ill-health. 

Their approach is basically an approach to the'poverty 

and ill-health of the nations• (which could be measured 
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in terms of GNP, PCl, IMR, etc) but not •poverty or 

ill-health in the nation• (which will question the 

basis of existing social relationship and gross-socio

economic inequalitf.!). 39 Such an approach encourages 

the localization of problems and providing local 

solution~ as the main purpose is to increase the 

overall national output. These projects usua11 y start 

with the local approach and later on claim to have 

developed a model for the nation. on the basis of their 

evaluation studies, even international organizations 
'c 

recognise such a •1aim of theirs, and they are given 

the status of a • Brahmir.' among the voluntary sector. 

Newell writes a 

-rhey are much wider than the conventional 

ones and range from that of health as a political and 

social right to that of health as an expression or spin 

off, of a quietly functioning informed co~r.unity ••• 

They do not question the fact that infants need food, 

pre~ mothers need to be delivered, immunization 

are useful and prevent illness, or that sick peo~e 

need treatment. On the contrary, they emphasize that 

these are some expressions of community action and 

that the, wU1 inevitably follow•, if you proceed in a 

reasonable way, ard take the wider issues ir.to account, 
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the wider issues include a productivity and sufficient 

resources to eat and be educated1 a sense of community 

organizatiorcl self-sufficiency in all important 

matters and a reliance on outside resources only for 

emergencies1 an understanding of the uniqueness of 

each community coupled with individual and group pride 

and the dignity associated with it, • (Newell, 1975). 

With a local approach which treats units of 

population as independent entities, wider issues of 

rights and national change could not be touched. As 

Newell himself observes a •one of the ingredients in 

the success of these local solutions may have been the 

intimacy and intensity of the efforts by the founders 

and the leaders, and the fact that they were not 

designed with replication or national change in mind. 

A different kind of impetus and a different power base 

are required to change countries". 

Though the projects are presented as local 

solutions to local problems, they are also being 

presented as alternative solutions to the national 

problems by the same people, through their evaluation 
40 studies. 
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The evaluation studies, ranging from individual 

scholars to the world bodies like WHO and UNICEF, display 

some general trends worth recognizing. Host of these 

studies, in fact, have been prematurely done. The 

evaluation study by WHO/UNICEF, for exa~e, has 

highly appreciated the performance of the projects 

which are hardly 3 to 5 years old. Is not this, too 

short a period to assess even the local significance 

of a projectl Secondly, evaluative uniformity is 

seldom observed in the assessment of these projects. 

Thirdly these evaluative studies precede the formulation 

of international health strategies and thus can not be 

free of related intentions. The joint study of WHO/ 

UNICEF was followed by the .Al.ma-Ata conference which 

fixed a target of health for all by 2000 A.D., which 

(they believe) could not be achieved without the 

involvement of private and voluntary sectors. Again, 

the IC~ICSSR workships on 'alternative health care 

approaches• preceded the formulation of national health 

policy. 

VOLUNTARY DEVELOR-1ENT AGENCIES THE BASIC FEATURES AND 

CHARACTERISTICS 

The distinct features which have been hi~rto 



neglected or ignored by the evaluation studies, are 

more than one. First, these projects have irdividuals 

with very special backgrounds as their leaders. The 

personality of the project leaders becomes a factor in 

the functioning of the projects. Where they are not 

centered around charismatic individuals, they are 

launched by big medical ir.stitutions with the active 

collaboration of government and non-governmental 

organizations with more than one purpose (and not 

necessarily addressing themselves to the problems of 
I 

the poor). Secondly, as they are mot4ly launched with 

huge external investments which are not easily forthcoming, 

these projects have a lesser CPance of being replicated 

elsewhere. Th~ increasing dependence on foreign 

funds is overlooked by most of the evaluation studies. 

Thirdly, the achievements of the projects are highlited 

by comparing it with a government primary health 

centre, which barely gets an annual grant of 30, COO 

rupees. Again, a PH: is not an independent agency but 

a small unit of the health services systems which is a 

sub-system of the larger socio-political system. The 

variables taken for comparison sometimes are highly 

inappropriate. The doctor-patient relationship in the 

health projects, for exaple, is being compared with the 
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doctor-patient relationship in PIC. Why is a doctor 

in a PHC not as dedicated as the Aroles or how ll'8ny 

Aroles can be produced •- These questions are seldom 

asked. 41 Fourthly, their claim to have improved the 

health status of the population is questionable and 

can be contested. Infant roortality rate or ltl)rtality 

rate is taken as indicators of such an improvement, 

but no importance is attached to the morbidity rate 
b-«-

which continue-4 to.4-the same. Health services are ..... 

not treated to be the single factor contributing to the 

IMR decline. SUch a claim can also be contested by 
~i 

other health agencies and private pract~ners operating 

in the same area or in close proximity. Fifthly, they 

operate areas where health services infrstructure is 

mostly absent, resulting in them being treatad as 

s~titute services. In other cases they act as an 

extension of the government sector, as they have in 

their objectives the implementation of governmental 

prograrmnes. 

The scope of the present study would not permit 

us to present any critical analysis of the programmes 

of these projects individually or to observe the 

functioning of the project in relation to socio-economic 

realities of the villages. C~ite unlike an evaluation 
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study, where the prograrrrnes and their contribution to 

changes in mortality rete, infant mortality rate and 

birth rate are highlighted, we have made an attempt 

to analyse the basic approaches and .concepts they have 

adopted, their feasibility and relevance. In course 

of our discussion, we shall refer to a few of the highly 

popularized projects such as Co-nprehensive RUral Health 

Project, Jarnkhed and Social work and Research Centre, 

Tllonia. So far as Jamkhed is concerned, it represents 

the group of innovative projects whose basic approach 
. I \ I 

seems to treat health as an agent of social change. 

SWRC represents the voluntary organizations who claim 

to be treating health as a major component in its broad 
I 

strategy of social change. While the basic emP'lasis of 

projects like JamKhed is on a basic health need approach, 

Tilonia puts emphasisis on the pro•essionalization of 

rural development which wUl effect a new COimllnity based 

health strategy. 42 However, both the projects adopt 

m::>re or less the same concepts to achieve their goal a 

the concepts, com!ll\lnity, comiTn.mity-sel £-reliance, 

community participation, internal generation of resources, 

community involvement, development through nutrition, 

development through health education and village health 

worker. The foiling passages of the study will present 
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,.,. 
ob 

c 
a general Critique of tha~concept~ so far as their 

inrovativeness', 'replicability~ 'fec.:db!lity' and 'relevance' 

are concernodv 

These projects treat the popalation of the 

areas they are covering as a 1 coherent com~nity~ ~~ich 

could be cut off from the rest of the society for 

achieving :significant changes 1 in ito Mostly, their 

understanding of the comrrr.J.nity is rased o .. 1 the perceptJ.on 

of their project leaders who receive gnfluences from a 

43 
host of conflicting sourceso Thus, though they 

emphasize in the beginning on very different approaches, 

in the end they rcasult in the same thing. Their approa~'l 

is oosicall y based on a concern for change but it d.isplayo 

a lacJt of unden:tanding of the forces ~1hich effect changeo 

!n tho rogin~inc,they emphasize on an approach to m~~ 

the ~otal needs of the community but at tho and they end 

up \"Iith ~ basic :health need approach' o The follo:1~.ng 

~ords from the Aroles will testify this a ~since c 

traditional-curative~~riented ho~pital ~yEtcm does no~ 

panerate the communities and does no~ see pation'i:s tL c.;. 

part of [', corr::rrllni t y in relation to the cnv ironm~n-i.: they 

f.. I 
live in: it fail~ to mee~ the total need of the communltyo-· 

But ~t ~es~ they reali~0tion manifests in a basic health 

noed approach \11th focusses on both curative and preventivo 



aspects of the diseases. Even the emphasis on a preventive 

approach makes little difference, as it does not touch 

the roots of the disease, nor can it respond to the 

total needs of even the artificially demareated 

conmunity1 at best it can seek to bring change through 

medical-technological interventions or through popularization 

of roodern medical kT"owledge among the 'ignorant • or 

'illiterate• masses. Thus they mainly emphasize on a 

participatory health care delivery system and a good 

health education mechanism. Their concern for the social 

forces which influence the com~nity from within or without 

do not become manifest. 

Their definition of community self-reliance is 

equally ambiguous. Their objective is to na ke the 

community self-reliant on its own resources for promoting 

its health and development • ..\5 the community is 'ignorant• 

and ooes not know how to roobilize its own resources, it 

is 'taught' by these projects how to generate resources 

internally. What is surprising is that although roost of 

the projects have emphasized clearly in their objectives 

on internal generation of resources for •community-self 

reliance• their dependence on external resources is 

continuing as usual and in certain cases increasing. The 

following table illustrates this a 
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SWRC - TILONIA 

Year Total Share of Share of Percentage 
resources external internal of external 

resources resources suppert of 
the total 
resources 

1st Y.ar. 593238 593238 - 10~ 

1983 267030 206731 60299 77.4" 

1984 280074 231295 56779 82.8~ 

CRHP JAMKHED 

1st Year 255000 130000 125000 50.98" 

1983 3003000 1883000 120000 61.07% 

1984 3625000 2455000 1170000 67.7-

Source : National Institute of Rural Development,1996. 

The SWRC, Tilonia began with full external support 

which included aids from national and international 

agencies and governments. Though by the year 1983, it 

had come down to 77.4%, it again showed a rise to 82.88" 

in the year 1984. Similarly, the CRHP, Jamkhed, was 

lauoched with more than 50% of its total resources coming 

in the form of aids from agencies and governments, national 

as well as internationaL In the subsequent year, the 

percentage instead of coming down has gone higher. In 

1984, 69.72% per cent of total resources of the project 

was drawn from external sources. In the case of ·both the 

< t;_' -~ 
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projects, the internal generation of resources shows 

a decline. Thus for all practical purposes the projects 

make the conmunity dependent on anonym:>us external 

sources whose continuity is always a question-mark1 what 

is presented as self-reliance, in fact, promotes mass

dependence. 

Their dependence on external funds further create 

problems as they are not given without obligations 

attached to them. Even the freedom of the project 

lea0era to use 'the fund according to their own plan is 

curtailed. In · ift. own words, BWrG say• that from the 

•outset the SWRC has had to piece together its annual 

budget and programmes pattern largely from grants received 

from a variety of private and government agencies. Since 

most of these grants have been tied to specific projects 

and purposes of special interest to the donors, this 

has left the SWRC with very limited and •uncommitted' 

funds with which to cover general organization and 

administrative costs, or to expand ongoing programmes, 

or to initiate new ones in line with its own priorities•.45 

Though projects such as SWRC make it an objective 

to bring self reliance through economic change•, through 

a process of supplying agricultural materials, health 
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technology and knowledge, the existing economic reality 

within the •community' is totally untouched. It is 

firmly assumed that without disturbing the existing status

quo, change could be effected with medical-technological 

input to the conrnunity. The method of distributing the 

input is also not clear. The project leaders identify 

themselves with •com unity leaders•. Again, the concerned 

community is not the exclusive zone of activities for 

the project& certain other governmental non-governmental 

and private services are also available to the community. 

AS the people continue to receive the services from other 

agencies the claim of success by the projects can be 

easily be disputed. 

PERSPECTIVES AND INNOVATIVENESS IN VOLUNTARY SECTOR : 

THE CONCEPT OF CCMMUNITY PARTICIPATION_ 

Examining the concepts of • community participation 

and involvement•, we find that by taking the villages of 

the project area as independent and special entities havinq 

no interaction with each other, the projects intend to 

initiate a new social relationship. But as the idea of 

the new social relationship is not based on the understanding 

of the complexity of the existing social relationships or 

their history, it is more likely to reinforce the existing 
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pattern of social-intercourse. In both Jamkhed and 

Tilonia, the emphasis has been on •community leaders• 

whose participation, as they themselves say, accelerate 

the process of community participation. ~ following 

words from the Aroles will supplement it a 

"various communites in three needy and realatively 

underdeveloped districts of South-east Maharashtra were 

approached. It was explained to the community leaders 

that we were interested in meeting the basic health 

needs of the people ••• • Provided they participated 

actively in making a building available for health 

activities in each village, participated in active 

health promotional and preventive activities such as 

the mass im~unization of children, and provided 

volu~teers to help the health personnel in their work." 46 

"The com 1unity leaders were enlightened and 

influential. Some of them knew us. These leaders 

understood our plans and invited us to worlt in the 

area. They toolt us around to the various villages ar:d 

introduced us and the programrres to the communities. 

They helped to remove suspicious and doubts from the 

minds of the villagers.•47 



"We had a series of meetings with the community 

leaders and explained our program es to them. I doubt 

whether many really understood the programme at that 

time. 1-bst of them were very happy to welcome us and 

to have curative facilities so close to them.•'8 

Then obviously the question arises as regards 

the identity and background of the CO(l1'rlunity leaders and 

the motivation behind their participation. Right from 

the selection of areas till the carrying out of the 

programme, th~ community leaders have been their pillars. 

These com"unity leaders were not created by the project1 

rather they belong to the higher strata of the existing 

social hierarchy, who have traditionally influenced the 

social intercourse in the villages. By giving the 

community leaders a major role in the project activities, 

two processes are activated a (i) The project leader by 

interning over the sources of influence in the community 

can effectively implement predesigned strategies and 

then get the legitimacy from the so called OOlD11Unity1 

(ii) By listening to the will of the col11llWlity leaders 

who represent none but themselves or their interests, the 

project conforms itself to the existing social structure 

of the villages. The main motivation behind the community 

leaders is, as the project leaders themselve• say, •to 

have curative facilities so close to them." 
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One rrore important point worth mentioning is 

that the facilities of modern medicine for which there 

is a tremedous felt need, is either inadequate or not 

available. The projects thus make the entry point 

through curative services. It is but natural for the 

people to welcome any such entry and participate in its 

activities if that means the continuity of the services 

in their own area. Thus participation for the people 

often becomes a weapon for retaining such services 

without which they face much suffering, than it being 

a spontaneous identification, on one's one, with the 

project and its activities. The project leaders are 

also not clear about what do they mean by •community 

participation•. The participation, encouraged by the 

community leaders and a modern medical facility often 

end up in the implementation of project programme only. 

The Aroles write a •From the start, community 

participation has been an essential part of the project. 

The CO!mlunity in Jamkhed is poor and lacks good housing, 

electricity and running water. However, it provided simple 

accommodation for the project and staff and donated land 

and buildings for the work, not only in the main centre 

but also in the villages. In all the villages, the 

community assists voluntarily in the preparation of food 
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for nutrition programme. In addition, it contributes to 

the building of roads to give health team workers better 

access to the villages. A youth organization collects 

blood for the health centre and is particularly active 

in mass mobilization for i~nization and in other public 

health services."49 

so far as decision-making is cor.cerned, it is 

the •comnunity leaders• who become a party to it and 

not the people. (who do not have any real leader). The 

leaders often represents their own interests and certain 

programmes of tl"e project help the!"'l in perpetuating them. 

In certain cases the project, through the concept of 

participation, promotes not only the interests of the 

local leaders but also of certain other interests, 

inherited along with them. By participation, SWRC, for 

example, means "joint efforts of the professional and 

the farmer in a roove towards professionalization of 

rural development 11
•
50 It serves more than one purpose. 

In the words of SWRC itself, •the Centre aims at 

generating employment among (urtan) specialists by 

bringing them closer to the problems and life ~yles 

of the rural areas 1 The Centre provides them facilities, 
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equipment and the conditions to enable them to contribute 

their best "• The former is supposed to participate as 

a man •who can provide the urban specialist a better 

understanding of rural life and development from a human 
51 angle. n 

First of all, such a p:lrticipa.tion enables the 

specialist participants to earn their bread. Though the 

project leaders wisualise changes in village economic 

life, it actually helps the economic life of the •outsiders•. 

wbether farmers need specialist input or not, it is another 

matter; but it serves the interests of the •specialists•.52 

Secondly, when it comes to the use of specialist knowledge, 

the big farmers are most likely to benefit from it, 

considering their intimacy with the project leaders. 

These specialists, because of their urban background, 

because their main concern is their job ere bound to 

identify with the higher strata of the village farmers. 

The top specialists receive salaries in line with or 

somewhat above corresponding scales the government sector1 

the wages of the professional and field workers are 

commensurate with these prevailing in the local market. 

The specialists range in age from 22 to 28. 

The point of focussing on their concept of community 
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participation or involve~ent which they claim to be 

an innovative idea, is that, first, it is based on 

wrong premises; secondly, it promotes specific vested 

interests1 tl-1ridly, it restrengthens the existing social 

structure so that those who are dominating are most 

likely to approx~mate the maximum benefits out of the 

projects1 fourthly, it provides legitimacy to internal 

as well as external sources of influence. People in 

general and the concerned health and development workers 

in particUlar tarticipate only in delivery of services1 
I 

without having much say in the decision making process. 

PERSPECTIVES AND INNOVATIVEN:::ss IN VOLUNTARY SECTCR : 

EDUCATING THE'IGNCRAN'l'S' 

Coming to •village health workers• and 'health 

education, we notice that in the basic approach to 

health education, although these health organizations 

speak of nothing but 'innovation•, it is all rather a 

repitition of the same old paternalistic approach of 

chaning the attitudes of the ignorants through the input 

of modern medical knowledge. such an approach is based 

on a belief in the cultural uniqueness of a com'11Ullity 

and a faith in modern Western medical knowledge and its 

power of bringing a positive transformation of that culture. 
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The corrrnunity should be educated to give up the irrational 

practices, it has developed owing to years of ignorance, 

and to adopt a new rational one imported from the west. 

The health culture is not seen as a paLt of the overall 

culture which in term is influenced by a host of socio-
53 economic-ecological, factors. They take the existing 

health behaviour on its face value and seek to make 

interventions in it through developed technological and 

educational inputs. Thus they rely on the same techniques 

which manipulate behaviour rather than facilitate 

individuals'/groups ' abilities to ir.fluence and control 

their physical, social and economic environments. Thus 

health education diverts people from chanir.g the social 

context of rehaviour to changing the ir.dividual context 
54 of behaviouz • 

If these projects really had come close to the 

people (as they claim) they would have understood why 

people behave as they do, but all these projects do is 

to change the people's behaviour. The pattern of diseases 

prevalent in the area, and the type of problem that accordin9 

to the perception of the project leader needs serious 

attention, decides the type of education that has to be 

imparted to the community. SUch an approach had been 



condemned by the Director General of WHO in his address 

to the 11th International COnference on Health Education 

in 1982& •1 sincerely hope this conference will write an 

obituary to that type of health education which is concerned 

with telling people how to act and that instead it will 

emphasise on taking due consideration of the social 

forces that bring them to act as they don. 55 

Quite contrary to the observation of Dr. Mahler 

one of the WHOs best - appreciated project says "The 

problems result from a lack of health education, an 
' 

unhealthy environment, ways of livir-g, scarcity of 

resources, and the comr.unity•s culture. Undoubtedly, 

modern medical technology is necessary to solve of the 

problems. However, to a large extent the community has 

to find the solutior.s. People selected by the community 

can be used to impart health education, change the 

community's attitude to health, and give simple medical 

care". 56 

What looks innovative with the Project's approach 

is its selection of the health educators (VHWs) from the 

people, who have cultural affinity with the peo~e they 

will be serving and who can thus effectively convince 

them to give up the old practices and embrace the new 
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These health educators constitute one of the 

most important components of the project's health care 

delivery system. These village health workers are 

suected from among the people, who happen to have a 

little general education. On their selection, Jamkhed 

writes ' •city trained health workers talk differently, 

dress differently and have a different way of life from 

the village folk. This produces barriers between the 

health worker and the villagers, and results in ppor 

communication between the villager and the workers ••• 

On the othe:t hand, a person chosen from the coll'lr!'Unity 

and trained is accepted health promotion can easily be 

achieved. •• Having once convinced herself of various 

health needs she is able to bring about change much 

faster than a professional... Since her incentive is 

not money but job satisfaction, her services are not 
57 expensive and are within the reach of the community•. 

The main emphasis of v.H.W. is on population control 

and MCH, but the delivery of the entire health strategy 

depends on them. 

A •VHW begins her day by organising a feeding 

and nutrition programme in the village. Here, she pays 



special attention to underw•ight and malnourished 

children. She helps the mother to cook and to feed 

the child and gives group health education, using 
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audio-visual aids. Children are screened for single 

ailments such as sore eyes, skin infections diawrhoeas, 

and fevers and simple medical care is given. Children 

are weighed and immunization schedules arranged in 

consultation with the mobile health team. 

Pregnant roothers are seen and appropriate advice 

' and simple iron and vitamin pills are given. Immunization 

against tetanus is arranged with the nurse. ••• In house 

to house visiting the VHW identifies women of child 

bearing age. sh• distributes oral contraceptives and 

condoms. Similarly, women are motivated to undergo 

sterilization. In addition to motivating the patient, 

the VHW has to convince the mother-in-law, as she exerts 

great influence over the daughter-in-law. The VHW collects 

vital statistics (birth and death) in the village for 

each week • • • Health education is VHW' s most important 

~nction -- Every week, she takes a bus or walks 6-7 miles 

to the main centre to receive here training ••• A health 

promotion stall is constructed and it is taken to various 

market places and fairs, where the VHW arranges puppet 

shows, etc. and mobilises ahe masses for health education. 
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Each village health worker receives an honorarium of 

Rs. 30. oo p.m. •58 

This overburdened health worker who puts all 

his efforts in briniing clients for population central, 

providing health education, and other curative services 

is considered to be doing so for the sake of job 

satisfaction only. She is also treated as the representative 

of the • community• who can effecttively convince the 

masses and make them accept the project programmes. 

The select ion of VHWs rn.i.ght lead to more than one 

consequence. Firstly, no z:ural man or woman who live~ 

on daily wages or working in the field may be happy 

with a monthly salary of Rs. 30/- for the sake of serving 

the people only. He or she might become a mini-doctor 

and earn money by selling whatever medicines he/she has 

or by selling his or her services or he might get 

dis-interested in his/her work after a very short period, 

as he/she has tremendous work load but no monetary 

incentive. This is especially so when at the same time, 

the specialists or other professionals in the project 

continue to draw salaries higher than or atleast comrnen~urate 

with the salaries of the government employees.59 Secondly, 

as the purpose is to make the selection of VHW less 



expensive, no uniformity is observed in their selectbn. 

sometimes, village councils are asked to nominate them, 

and thus, it is very difficult to say whether they 

really identify with the masses or with the leaders 

who select them. Again, in certain cases they are 

selected on the spot, amidst excitemer.t, while the 

project leaders visit the places. 

•After a fairly open and can-did discussion of 

pros and cons, the local groups decided to collect 25 

paise from each,household each roonth, and selected 17 

year old r.akhpat Singh from the local Kajput family, who 

had completed eight years of schooling, to be the village 

health worker. The young man's fath~r agreed to this 

and Lakpat Singh was greeted by the crowd as the new 

doctorsaiba • 6 0 

"The meeting (which selected the VHW), which 

lasted nearly two hours, was one of many such village 

9<1therings.u 

Though these village health workers become a 

part of the health team and are treated as the representative 

of the communities, they takeonly predesigned programmes 

to the community. The relationship with the community 

becomes a one way traffic as they do not study the health 
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needs of the people. Their little education does not 

enable them to recognise the unmet felt needs of the 

people. The feed back system is almost absent, so 

far as informing the decision-makers about the needs 

of the villages are concerned. Thus, nere the VHW does 

not represent the people, rather it represents the 

project and on its direction tries to make the people 

adjust to and adopt the program~es of the project. 

Inspite of these facts, certain projects 

compare their VHW with the Chinese •barefoot doctors"l 

•This new strategy (the community based health 

strategy), devised by the resident campus doctor, the 

medical social worker, and a newly arrived lady doctor, 

adopted the Chinese concept of the 'barefoot doctor• 

to the conditions of rural Rajasthan•. 61 

Often they use the Chinese.concept of barefoot 

doctor without even properly understanding their real 

functions and their bac'Y..ground. The following sentences 

will say, how different the concept of barefoot doctor 

1S7 how_different they are from the VHW and how improbable 

it is to immitate the Chinese concept in our present 

socio-economic system. 
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aChina•s countryside is divided into communes1 

these are divided into production brigades, which in 

turn are divided into production teams. The barefoot 

doctors usually work in health statior.s at the production 

brigade level, but do much of their work, both medical 

and agricultural with their fellow members of the 

production teams. The barefoot doctors income is 

generally determined the same way as that of the other 

peasants in his commune; each peasant's earnings depend 

on the total income of his brigade and the number 1 wcrk 

points' that he collects. The barefoot doctor earns just as 

he would for agricultural work. The barefoot doctors are 

selected by their fellow peasants for training, and 

these co-workers often choose the most cap:tble barefoot 

doctor for education as physicians.n62 

This speaks of the mystification of the concept 

of the barefoot doctor at the hands of the project 

leaders; the concept which cannot be limited in any 

other social set up. The concept of VHW is not at all 

comparable with the Chinese barefoot doctors. Thus, 

it is difficult to trace any innovativeness about the 

concepts of health education as well as the VHW. 



PE~3PECTIVE3 AND INNOVATIVENESS IN VOLUNTARY SECTOR 

MEETING THE UNMET FELT -NEEDS 

Their approach to the problem of malnutrition 

is also conventional. Research studies have shown that 

the problem of calorie deficiency is by for the most 

crucial factor in malnutrition.63 
As calorie consumption 

is directly linked to individuals purchasing capacity, 

the problem of nutrition is closely linked with 

problems of poverty. Thus the problem of malnu~rition 

could not be solved without changing the poverty 

situation, which will necessitate wide socio-economic 

transformation. Such a chan~e cannot be achieved 

through micro-level projects. art is largely the 

socio-economic urder-privileged hor:1es were mal nutrition 

is most prevalent. Under such conditions, there can 

only be lasting results if a more cor.stant supply of 

the right kind of food is assured, and this can be 

extremely difficult to achieve:64 

As a constant supply of the right kind of food 

depends on the right kind of socio-economic system, 

these projects can go nowhere near the problems of 

malnutrition even within their •communities•. Though 

they start with a realisation that the priorities of 

the people are food and water and not health, their 

approach do not reflect such a realization. They often 
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land up with nutrition supplement or rehabilitation 

programmes, which never fulfills the food require~nt 

of the people. The Aroles• observations testifies this& 

"We would visit a village late in the evening 

and over a cup of tea just talk to the village council 

members and other leaders. These intimate contracts 

soon made us realize that their priorities were not 

health but food and waterA.65 This realisation seems 

to be new, as most of the voluntary organisations seldom 

take food as ~riority. What do the Aroles say after 

this realization ? 

•we began with food. We focussed the people • s 

attention on the most vulnerable groups underfives 

and mothers. Since there was not enough food in the 

area, it had to be acquired. We took on the responsibility 

for finding the source of food. People organised a 

community kitchen. They found fire wood, large cookinq 

vessels, and volunteers to cook food every morning and 

to keep records. Thus, the felt need for fgod was 

translated into the development of a nutrition programme•.66 

How does a nutrition supplementation program .. 1e 

focussing on children under age group of five, can meet 
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the felt need for food of the community is seldom 

questioned. Food and nutrition becomes one of the 

main objectives of some projects like SWRC, Tilonia, 

but such an objective finds expression in nutrition 

program es focussed on under fives. In certain other 

cases, a nutrition education programme is launched to 

educate ignorant mothers how to prepare nutritious food. 

The question of poverty underlying the problem 

of food and malnutrition is not touched but an attempt 
' 

is being made to solve it through nutrution supplementation 

programme which covers only children under five. Secondly, 

whether a nutrition supplementation programMe helps 

children grow it also debatable considering the 

borrowed standard of 1easure ~ant we follow. By focussing 

on children ur.der five, the future of the children is 

ignored. The children who had ~een dependent on 

nutrition supplement till they attain the age of five, 

have to go back to their house of poverty bringing fresh 

problems for the household. As, according to their own 

observations, food is the real felt need of the people, 

dependence on any temporary source will aggravate the 

situation in the later stage. This betrays their own 

understanding of the problem of malnutrition. 67 Nutrition 



supplement can never become a substitute for food. 

VOLUNTARY DEVELOFMENT AGENCY : THE CONTRADICTIONS AND 

LIMITATICNS 

These 'innovative• projects have been launched 

to initiate a process of social change through, either 

a 'broad strategy of development• or a •co~prehensive 

basic health need' approach. Thus, if we are to assess 

them, then we must do so on the basis of their individual 

contribution to the changes in the socio-economic life 

of a given population and their •collective" impact on 

macro-level social change. As no such collectivity 

exists in the voluntary secotr (which is featured by 

divergent ideologies or principles), their impact on 

micro-level social change cannot be effectively assessed.68 

As regards the impact on their respective 'cormtUnities •, 

by treating the •communities• as independent units having 

no relationship with each other, by thinking that 

individually they can bring a change in the •communities• 

with the mobilization of the potentiality and resources 

of these •communities•, the projects fail to understand 

the social structure of the villages and the nature of 

the interaction between its constituents, and thus, in effect, 



they result in service-flows and resource-flows in 

favour of the dominant interests. Moreover, instead 

of being dependent on an internal generation of resources, 

the •com~rity• becomes ircreasingly dependent on 

external resources. FUrther, almost all the approaches 

of the projects are based on borrowed pe!Ceptions and 
69 on incomplete understandirgs of village realities. 

In certain cases, in the name of 'innovation•, 

which these projects, with a clever use of words (such 

as 'professionalization of rural development' and 

•community participation•), often serve the interests 

of outsiders (to the v.Lllage common-folk) who come as 

•professionals' to teach the 'ignorant• farmers. When 

we examine these projects in relation to the government 

and the people, anotrer picture blossoms a these projects 

often mediate between the people, and the government and 

other interests. They implement governmental programmes 

and seek the active support of the government machiN!ry 

in the implementation of their •own• programmes a~ is 

evident in agricUlture, water supply, com~nication, etc. 70 

As their achievements are touted as being singular to 

them, they emerge as a force in between the people and the 

government. As such, the presure on the government gets 

eased as more and more people look upto the projects as 
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viable alternatives, while being quite in the dark as to 

the forces governing these project~o The govern~ent, in 

turn, Gvades its responsibility towards the people and 

often relies heavily on the information (on Indian social 

realities) given by these proj.:ctso Tt:is new space 

curved out by these projects is furthor facilitated by 

the unmst felt needs (of the people) for health services 

owing to the absence, for a number of reasons~ of an 

adequate or popular State health services infrastr~ctureo 

An effective curative system not only enhances tb 
• 

popularity of the project leaders but also of the project 

through a moulded public opinionory1 

Shifting to the as~ct of funding, we again faco 

dif 1 iculties and contradittioPso As these projects often 

admit, that most of their funds which they receive aro 

1 comnitted', how can they use the funds to '>ee"~ tho 
'19-

felt needs of the co~ unity? As funds a~ given with 

intentions which do not necessarily coincide with genuin~ 

cow~nity intentions, these projects chanr.el vested 

irr:terests into the villageso 1-1:>reover the quan"~um of 

funds which are injected into the project &reas is not 

quite forthcoming to 1 communities: ~hich are outside the 

purvie\-1 of these projects.. And yet, \"lith much inp-ut of 
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resources, there is no indication of the improvement of 

the economic status of individuals or of their self-

sufficiency; where the health status is presented to 

have improved the claims and the indicators are disputable. 

Thus, our analysis of the main approaches of 

these representative projects, lead us to the conclusion 

that they cannot be replicated any and everywhe~ in 

India, that their 'inrovationess• is nothing but old 

wine in a new,bottle, and that they merely reinforce 

the existent Ir.dian social structure with all its gross 
~ 

inequalities. There a1e certain other factors (such as 

the background of the project leaders and the forces 

which help them in the launching of their ambitious 

projects) to be sure, which also make these projects 

quite special with lessened relevance to the needs and 

aspiration~ of the poor on an all-India basis. But it 

is beyond the scope of this study to examine, in depth, 

these factors; nevertheless, we shall try to arrive at 

some probable answer in the next chapter. 



CHAPI'ER - 4 

DEVELOFMENT AND VOLUNTARISM : THE CCMPETIOO 

FORCES AND UNCERTAIN ALT~NATIVES 



The first question that strikes our mind now 

is why these 'development' oriented voluntary agencies, 

their model projects and model schemes get so much 

publicity and appreciation, which they do not seem to 

deserve? 'tlho are these voluntary agencies delivering 

development'? Who are the people supporting their 

activiti~s and why do they support? 

The basic problem which concerns the Third 

World Societies today, is the two interdependent 

phenomena of • poverty and i 11 health'. The intensity 

and dimension of th~se two problems betray any standard 

of measuranent. Any discussion on these two great 

problems brin(JS int(.l focus several canpeting forces 

operating within the society as well as outside, who 

claim to be working with 'gredt concern' to bring a 

change in the situation which is worsening day by 

day. The developmental voluntary agencies and their 

model projects represent one of such competing forces 

who by confining themselves to a particular area 

(canpri sing d. certain population) are making interventions 

in th~ status of poverty and ill health; the nature of 
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intervention depending on their perception of the 

social reality. As they owe their existence mainly 

to the aid giving and funding agencies(who often 

advance funds with a purpose), their perception is 

•ost likely to be influenced by the 'perceptioo' of 

these forces who are operating at the international 

level. 

we shall be briefly touching the forces at 

the international level who not only finance these 

agencies bqt, provide an 'ideological framework' within 

which they operate. The ideological framework remaining 

the same, their approaches notice changes with changes 

in their perception of world poverty and ill health. 

Voluntary agencies provide them the laboratory for 

experimenting the 'new' or 'alternative• approaches 

to the problem of poverty and ill-health. In the 

second part of the present chapter, we shall cane 

across the nature of their relationship with the 

policy-making fabric at han e. In the third. part, 

we shall present a brief critique of the other competing 

forces, who seem to be equally concerned about the 

'problems' and also 'claim' to have alternatives to 

the 'establishment•. This· leads to conflicts among 

ideologies and approaches, and further shapes the 
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nature of voluntary action. While discussing, we 

shall keep in mind that, each of them present itself 

as an 'alternative• to the •establishment• or to its 

policies and progranunes. 

VOLUNTARY ACTICN AND THE DEVELOPME}JT ESTABLISHMENTS : 
THE MANIFOLD INFLU UJCES 

The international 'Development Establishment' 

- "the body of internationally minded individuals who 

are active in major Western development aid agencies 

or who are their champion within Western political 

circles• provide funds and the operational framework 

to these development oriented projects and agencies. 74 

These funds are given for specific purposes and are a 

a part of their overall strategy towards the Third 

World problem of hunger and ill-health. Their strategy 

keeps on changing with changes in the perception about 

these twin problems. The present emphasis on the 

potentiality of voluntary agenciHs as an 'alternativ~• 

reflects such a change in their •perception•. 

If we go historically, in the sixties and 

seventies population growth was considered to be either 

the cause or major contributing factor to world 

poverty; thus the emphasis was placed on population 

control <Navarro, 1984). A strategy was evolved 

looking at the GNP rate per capita. It was assumed 



that the fewer the 'capitas' the more GNP for the 

existing ones. To reduce the 'capitas' poorer countries 

were suggested(or forced) to control the size of 

their ~opulation. Western aid agencies allocated 

most of their funds for population control. 

In 1976, two thirds of all u.s. health foreign assistance 

was allocated to population programmes. In 1977, 

approximately half of Britains' multi-lateral health 

aid contributic~s were devoted to population control 

(Doyal, 1979). Voluntary agencies were among the 

major recipients of these funds, who received it 

directly or through the national government. Voluntary 

agencies carrying out family planning activities got 

100 per cent central aid in India. A bias for 

population control activities still dominates the 

approach towards voluntary organisation. Making a 

critique of it, Zurbrigg writes, "More recently it 

has becane common and tacitly accepted1 the use health 

projects to popularize family planning. Even today, 

official support for voluntary projects is conditional 

to the results in the field. One of the most blatant 

examples of such manipulation is the distribution 

of (CARE) food shortly after child birth to poor 

women, who accept sterilization. It is evident that 

the ultimate goal of this development effort may 
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not be in the long term interest of the individual 

wan en and f arnili es making food handouts a at ~k 

manipulation of human hunger". 75 Their approach 

witnessed further change, with the 'oil and natural 

gas crisis' of the West in the early seventies 

revealing the resources potentiality of Third World 

nations, which were being exploited by the 'developed 

west' to their own advantage. This led to the 

developnent of yet anothE-r approach canplanentary 

to population control which emphasized in the transfer 

of technological :knowhow to make use of their 

resources for their own development. Later on a 

realization took place owing mainly to the anti-

technology stand taken by Illich and others that, 

such a process will lead to a stage whereby a dependency 

on technology would be created which would hinder 

the possibility for individual and community 

development; thus the alternative emerged was the 

developnent of autonanous spaces outside formal 

institutions, placing great emphasis on self-care and 

self-reliance - terms that have been used almost 

interchangebly. 'self reliance' was supposed to 

be for the community what 'self care' was for 

individudl. 76 The term 'community' gained popularity 

with emphasis on the concept of self-reliance. Obviru sly, 



' I the groups directly working with the community were 

given great importance and priority in the latest 

strategy of development. These groups are none 

but the micro-level voluntary agencies or projects, 

who, it is assumed work, at the 'community levele'. 

These communities, <rural communities only) 

were already receiving development services in the 

form of informational , technical and material inputs. 

But it was assumed that a mere input of services would 

not change the poverty and ill health syndrome, 

unless the victims participate in the delivery of 

these services. The victims of poverty and ill-

health were assumed to be living in rural communities 

only; the communities are characterised by extremely 

limited resources, poor communications, vast distances, 

individual and community poverty and lack of education -

leading the communities to a perpetual state of poverty. 

fhus , as the problems of poverty and ill health 

are concentrated in these communities, it is thought 

it would be convenient to divide them as separate 

units and mobilize the existing resources within, 

and with sufficient external inputs, in order to make 

them self.reliant. 77 Same needs are identified as 

'basic' and the emphasis is put on meeting them. 

However, as resources are assumed to be limited, 



self-sufficiency could not be achieved unless the 

community partici1~tes in the process. Voluntary 

agencies (which are assumed to be working close to 

the communities and which are said to have understood 

the social realities within) provide the laboratory 

for experimentation of these ideas and concepts, which 

will lead to formulation of macro-level plans. 

Emphasising on rural 'communities' and treating 

them as harmonious units having no conflictual 

' relaticnship with each other, the strategy of the 

development establishment, provides for 'community 

participation' and 'community involvement' to ensure 

development. One 1 s bound to be sceptical about 

the genuineness of the understanding of the community. 

The WHO which shares the perception of the development 

establishment understands a community as an 

aggregate of individuals having common interests and 

aspirations including health (WHO, 1978). lbus, 

camrnunity participaticn is defined as •the process 

by which individuals (and families) assume responsibility 

for their own health and welfare and for those in 

the community who develop the capacity to their 

and community's development•. 78 Community is thus 

seen as an aggregate of individuals. As N. 6 Gray writes, 



•such a thinking assumes that there is same straight 

forward simple entity identified as pertaining to 

the common gocd, which can always be stripped naked 

by discussion and acclaimed by all. I would argue 

that there can be common interests in equalitarian 

communities which Indian villages are not. It seems 

to me that such stifling of the conflict of interests 

and opinicns, serve not the emergence of synthesis 

from thesis and anti-thesis, but the interest of the 

powerful individuals and groups. The consequence 

which emerges is always the views of the rulers, not 
I 

the ruled•. 79 The concept of community participation 

is not based on an honest understanding of community. 

" A community is a set of power relations in which 

1ndi vi duals are grouped into different categories., of 

which classes are the key ones. And power is 

distributed according to those categories. A physician, 

for example, is not merely an individual, he/she is 

a member of class(as well as a race and gender) whose 

power comes not only from his/her medical position but 

also from the position he/she occupies within the 

class, gender, and race relations in that society. 

It is primarily one's class position that detennines 

one's interests. The primary commitment of those 

in the medical profession is to the optimizatioo of 

the interests of their class"(Navarro, 1982). 
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Notwithstanding, the realities that affect 

and determine community life in Third World rural 

societies, the process of involving people in the 

development process continues with an accelerating 

speed. This strategy of the Development Establishment 

finds expression in the policies of World health 

bodies such as WHO and UNICEF, •who for many years 

have functioned as •transmission belts• of positions 

and ideologies generated for the most part in those 

develo~ent establishments. 80 In every sphere of 

development including health today, the emphasis is 

on 'community participation and 'community self

reliance', with voluntary agencies providing data 

support to the wider use of these concepts. 

Such a situation has given rise to two major 

interpretations;the first interpretation treats the 

present strategy as a result of the deliberate effort 

of international capitalism to sustain itshold over 

Third World countries, while the other looks at the 

r.~henomenon as a consequence of biased understanding 

of the realities owing to the adherence of a certain 

ideology. 81 The first interpretation is widely 

heared from voluntary groups who are mainly involved 
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in 'activising' the victims of poverty and ill-health. 

These groups believ~ that, the political stability 

of national society, which is subservinQ the international 

capitalist r~ime, is under threat: as, in response 

to the failur~s of the governmental programmes in 

meeting the minimum needs of the people, different 

radical organisations of the people are coming up 

with a threat to the existing political and social 

border. The present attempt at involving the 

people in the path of developnent through voluntary 

projects is perceived as a strategy to neutralize 

such radicalization. 82 

The policy statements of world bodies such as 

the World Bank, which reflects their lack of trust 

in institutions bringing reforms provides logic to 

their apprehension. Based on the Indian experience, 

Robert McNa~nara, the then World Bank president 

pontificated in his warning to all Third World 

Societies's' "No one can pretend that genuine land and 

tenancy reform is easy. It is hardly surprising that 

numbers of the political power structure , who ovn 

large holdings, should resist reforms. But the real 

issue is whether indefinite procrastination is 

politically prudent. An increasingly inequitable 
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situation, will pose a growing threat to politically 

prudent. An increasingly inequitable situation, will 

pvse a growing threat to political stability~. Thus 

he pr~scribes new forms of rural institutions and 

orgdnizations which will give as much attention to 

pr~oting the inherent potential and productivity of 

the pocr as is generally given to protecting the pvaar 

of the privileged. 83 Kothari and others find a link 

between this realization and the concept of privatisatio.n 

which international development bodies propogato. 

The rural ipstitutions (Volags) are given preference 

to the State development machineryo 8~ It is contended 

that as they lack accountability, the shifting of 

responsibility from the State to their shoulder, 

'l-!ill facilitate the entry of vested interests. The 

~hole scene is seen as a conspiracy of the develoPDent 

establishments in order to suppress peoples• movements 

for its a~n survivial and continuity. 

On the contrary, Navarro, who presents the 

other interpretation feels that ~it does not represen~ 

a conspiracy by those establishment a to keep tho 

poor poor. Nor are the lies put fon1ard to obfuscate 

the truth. ':!o have to remE.llbor that to toll a lie~ 

one needs to knc:·! the truth. And those establishments 

do not know it. These positions respond to a vision 
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of reality (or ideology) that makes sense for the 

class which holds it... As Marx indicated, every 

class has its own ideology ••• vision of reality

that serves consciously or unconsciously to reproduce 

its own interests. It is also characteristic of 

every dominant class to see its own specific class 

interests as universal interests. This point bears 

repeating in view of the obverburdance of references 

that se~ history as an outcome not of structures but 

of personali~ies, conspiracies, and individual 

motivations. Individuals may be unconscious 

bearers of ideologies and practices that serve quite 

different purp oses from the ones individually and 

sonsciously designed. The international health field 

is eroded with such ~ontradictions between intentions 

and eff· ects."85 

~hether it is a deliberate conspiracy against 

the poor or a lack of understanding of the social 

realities due to ideological-class positions, the 

fact remains that the structural question which any 

honest analysis of causes of poverty and ill-health 

throws upon havebeen avoided. Rather the emphasis 

has been on •alternative• institutions which believe 

in the charisma and honesty of the individuals 
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1 eading them. A brief analysis cf the politics of aid 

whiclt constitutes the life-line for these alternative 

insti tuti t('lS wi 11 take us more towards the first 

1 nt erpret at ion. 

If the strategies of the development establishments 

analysed along with the largE- amc1unt of aid they provide 

to the implementation agencies, the motive looks somewhat 

ambiguous. As regards the motive behind providing aid to 

the development projects and prcg rammes of Third World 

Govenuuents, an official u.s. documents says, •our basic, 

broadest goal 1s a political one. It is not development 

for the sake of developnent - an important objective is to 

open up the maximum opportunity for domestic private 

initiative and to ensure that foreign private investment 

particularly from the u.s. is welcomed and well-treated. 

The problan is to evaluate the manner in which the progranne 

can make the greatest contribution to the totality of u.s. 

interests". 86 

l'hese motives will become somewhat clear, if we 

look .into the aids coming into the health sector. Aids in 

the health-field ensure a market for international health 

and medical technology industries. ·~ince the post war 

peri ,Jd, the provision of aid has becane an important mechanism 

for the expansion of international markets, both in health 

sector and elsewhere. Most medical aid either takes a 

technological fo~ or it is tied to technological inputs. 
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Hence it encourages a form of health care which will 

ultimately be of little value to the mass of the Third World 

inhabitants but which is extremely profitable to the 

donor countries and the multinational corporations".
87 

While aid forms only a small proportion of health 

expenditur~ in most Third World countries, it nevertheless 

exercises a strong influence ov~r the services provided, 

reinforcing a pattern of health and care which is 

increasingly recognised as inappropriate to Third World 

' needs. In the British case, aid is important in pranoting 

the export of British goods and services, in fostering 

dependence on British scientific expertise and in 

reinforcing the general dominants of the western medical 

paradigm over potentially more effective alternatives~. 88 

Thus, the claim of the voluntary agencies that they 

are politically or ideologically neutral and have genuine 

concern for the poor or poverty groups, care be challenged. 

As Lappe and Collonis write with regard to u.s. aid for 

the voluntary sector, 11 most impressive is the difficulty 

that even the best voluntary agencies have in avoiding •••• 

reinforcement of oppressive elite-controlled economic 

and plitical structures •••• (indeed) the majority of 

voluntary agencies especially the largest, seem to opt to 
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colloborate dirHCtly with foreign governments, including 
89 sane of the worlds most repress! ve ones•. Much of 

the activities of the voluntary development agencies 

unwittingly or otherwise, serve the political ideological 

and econanic interests of the industrialised western 

countries. The scope of our study would not permit 

us to go beyond and present a more detailed picture of 

tbe motives surrounding voluntary projects in the 

developnent field. 

If such arethe reali t i t>s, which govern voluntary 

action in the' field of health and developnent, no wonder 

how and why model projects of voluntary sector get 

publicity and apprt=-!ciati on by the same forces who are 

responsible for their origin and existence. Voluntary 

action is thus guided by the interests and motives of their 

funding agencies, no matter, whatever concern they 

individually have for the poor and how much they have 

understc,od· poverty. In any case, they cane between the 

people and the government as a midle sector. They make the 

hungry and diseased dependent upon them,but as they 

themselves are dependent on external resources, the 

dependency of the people is being shifted fran a 

'responsible government' to anonymous sources who are not 

within the reach of the people or the government. The 

irony is that, through their plans and policies, Third 
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world governments(including that of ours) are providing 

legitimacy to the existence of such a sector. In the 

subsequent part of the study, we shall present in brief 

how the governraent creates an alternative to its own 

institutions and its rationality. 

THE NATICNAL GOVERN~ENT AND VCWNTARY ACTION : THE 
LEGITIMIZATION OF A MIDDLE S~ 

It isnot that the international development 

establishments are the only forces who influence voluntary 

action at home; the national government is also promoting 

a particular type of voluntary action by patronizing 

a particular group of voluntary agencies. This is however-

not to say that, the sources of influence are independent 

' of each other. The advantage with the national government 

is that, it can legitimize the type of voluntary action 

it wants, by legislative enactments. The plans and 

programmes of the goverrunent reflects such a tendency. 

It began in the Fifth Plan period, when the government 

started encouraging the voluntary agencies to take over 

on a contractual basis the programmes of the government 

in the social services sector. 90 In the health sector, 

the government began giving its PHCs to NGOs to run them1 

also certain national programmes(e.g. leprosy) in a specifiedd 

area would be given to NGCs to implement. The Sixth 

Five Year Plan period witnessed the acceleration of such 
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a process • Lobby groups constituting voluntary 

organisaticns were formed. The representatives of 

these agencies were made official advisors or nominated 

as expertsiin government committees and bodies, 

including the planning commission, indicating that the 

NGO business was official business. By the time, the 

seventh five year plan draft was ~repared, the lobby 

groups of NGO had become quite active. The approach 

paper of Seventh Five Year Plans states, •voluntary 

organisations will have to be associated more closely 

and actively 'than hitherto with the programmes for 

reduction of poverty, and with the efforts to make 

minimum needs available to the population for improving 

their quality of life. This will be incorporated as part 

of the overall strategy for augmenting such programmes 

meant for the poor# as also an alternative feed back 

mechanism for ascertaining whether the target groups have 

received the benefits meant for them•, (GOI, 1984). The 

National Health Policy of 1983, reflects such a faith in 

voluntary sector, when it emphasizes the need for 

greater reliance on the voluntary and private sectors for 

achieving the goals of •Health for all by the year 2000 AD•. 

The policy envisages a very 'constructive' and 'supportive• 

relationship between the public and private sector in 
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the ar~"a of health by providing a corrective to be 

re-establish the position of the private health sector. 

The government does not seem to make any distinction 

between'voluntary action'and the profit oriented private 

sector; thus the scene becanes scmewhat more confusing and 

more complex. In any case it provides legitimacy to a 

middle sector. 

Why is the government providing legitimacy to a 

middle sector? More than one reason can be attributed 

to it. Fi~st, the national government is also 

dependent on the international aid and developnent agenci e:? 

·for its developnental programmes and the transfer of 

technological know how. lhus the approach that 

international development establishment follows towards 

voluntary sector is bound to influence the policies 

of national government. The ruling elites and the 

developnent establishment also have a similar worldview. 

Secondly, it might be true that the state bureaucracy is 

inefficient, corrupt and demoraliztd ; thus cannot carry 

the developnental programmes to the people. But why is 

the bureaucracy in such a state as it is today - a 

question seldom asked. As the bureaucracy is an 

integral part of the political system, it reflects only 

the contradictions and limitations in the system itself. 

Any such analysis will bring into question the very 

basis of the system; thus, the easy way out is to blame 

the bureaucracy for every failure and seek alternatives 

to it. 
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Thirdly, the successive failures of the government 

development programmes and the worsening of the 

poverty and ill-health situations, are generating reactions 

from the people. Whether under the influence of radical 

ideologies or othe~ise, passive indifference is gradually 

giving place to violent protests and movements so far 

as peoples response to the failure of the system to 

meet their food and health needs is concerned. An 

organised response in any case will contain a potential 

threat to the existing'social order •. Different action 

groups are busy organising the people under their 

respective banners to demand their rights. The more 

radicals of them, rather go a step forward and demand a 

radical transformation of the system. Thus, the 

goverrunent by favouring a group of non-radical and 

status-quoist voluntary agencies, can leave the rest to 

choose between cooperation and state repression. It is 

politically prudent for the government to look for a 

•voluntary-non party sector• which accepts the ideology, 

spirit, and content of the official programmes andcarries 

them out in the desired manner. When perceived aa 

collaborative the voluntary sectorcan expect existance, 

recognition, and rewards. otherwise it faces a financial 

squeeze (as in the case of groups in the Rajasthan 

referred to earlier) or face a judicial enquiry· 
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(a-la-the Kudal commission), or direct repression. This 

pattern does not change irrespective of which party is 

in command of the government(Sethi, 1985). 

~gain, promoting a process of mobilizing and 

organizing the rural poor<an activity stressed in the 

government's new documents) on non-political lines. 

the government can simultaneously gain legitimacy for itself 

while de-legi timi zir.g other efforts to mobilize and 

unite the people with long term political objectives. 

'rhus the criteria for the voluntary agencies working 

intthe field of rural development have been prescribed 

as below: 

a. It must be a registered society under the RE8istration 

of Societies Act 1860 or equivalent enactment of statest 

b. It must be based in rural areas and must have worked 

there for atleast 4 to 5 years; 

c. It must have professional and managerial expertise 

to produce regular audit statements and reports for 

funds received from government. 

d. It must not belinked directly cr indirectly to any 

ROlitical party and any one holding public office 

through a process of election is not qualified to 

represent voluntary agencies; 
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e. It is explicitly connected to secularism, socialisa 

and democracy; it must declare it will adopt only 

legal and non-violent means for rural development purposesz 

f. It must implement anti-poverty, minimum needs and 

socio economic development programmes designed to raise 

awareness levels of families living below the poverty

line and leading to an improvement in the quality of their 
91 

lives". 

Thus,,through legislative enactments the responsibility 

of the state to look after the health and development 

of the people is being shifted to this politically 

neutral middle sector, which would not question the 

rationality of the ill-conceived development plans 

and policies. The government•s perception<rather the 

ruling elites, perception) of the voluntary sector is 

influenced by a host of political factors, same of which 

have been discussed above. The experiments of innovative 

ideas by same model projects further strengthens their 

perception. But as we discussed in the preceding chapter, 

these projects can at best have local significance. Even 

their local success can be contested by other agencies 

operating within the same project area. Moreover, even 

there has not been any study which can substantiate the 

role of voluntary agencies in 'delivering development'.92 



As it is revealed in the different phases of our 

discussions, the voluntary developm~~t agencies cannot 

provide an alternative to the established order, nor 

do they have alternative solutions. These voluntary 

development agencies can at best operate as an extension 

of the government sector, sharing the ruling elitGs: 

perceptiun of the social realities or favourably 

cont ri but i ng to it. lhu s, the twin problems of poverty 

and ill-health remain as they were. As Zurbrigg writesc 

11 developnent projects and model schemes, then are 

irrelevant to the ultimate proble ms of ill-health, no 

matter what their technical innovation and expertise, 

unless they clearly lead to empowering the poor and 

healthless to confront their dependency not only with 

regard to existing health system but more importantly 

within the entire social order. Unless they clearly lead 

to confronting the reality of present gross-mal 

distribution of health and economic resources and tha 

powecs that continue to legitimate and tolerate such 

injustices., Develop:nent efforts \-!hich do not start at 

this basic level of analysis and action are irrelevant to 

93 the ndtional strugqle~. A change in the status of ill 

health cannot bo achieved by these voluntary a~'ionc 

unless the wider issues concerning poverty are resolvado 

~·.>hu voluntcry agencies under discussion do not seem to 

b~ ca~able of doing 500 
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VCLUNTAJ<Y ACTION AND THE C(tH'LICTING SOCIAL FffiCES: THE 

UNCERTAIN ADrE~NATIVES 

.:3o far, our focus has beE>n on a group of voluntary 

agencit=>s(who of course constitute the majority) who 

believe, that by delivering development services and 

making the people participate in its delivery. They 

can provil'le solutions to the problE!11s of poverty and 

ill health. We had mentionedin the beginning of this 

chapter that therE> are other canpeting forces who claim 

to have understood the phenomena of poverty and ill 

health ano ~re said to be following alternative 

strategies for their eradication or improvement. Some 

of these forces can be identified as gross-root action 

groups who are active within the voluntary sector and claim 

to have no political affiliations. 94 As Sethi writes, 

they represent the 'instittJtional mechanism' through 

whicb att001pts have been made to articulate the needs of 

the marginalized to empower them, so that the mainstream 

society is forced to respond. In the vaccum created by 

development failurAs of the state, and the inability of 

the existing political parties{of all shades) to 

recognize articula-te and mobilize the resultant discontent, 

it has been the social acticn groups which have thrown 

into forefront. Many of us have looked these attempts 

weak/sporadic /fragmented but with hope•. 95 
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Unlike the development oriented voluntary agencies, 

these action groups are working among the oppressed 

masses in order to create an awareness among them 

about their right~ to revolt against the injustice and 

to demand their basic rights. In a mutshell, on a non

party line these groups mobilize people to provide an 

alternativeto the party political process, which as they 

believe is catering to the needs of a few at present. 

However, their 'alternative' also has severe limitations 

and they also do not look very different from the 

others. 

First , they do not constitute a cohecrent group 

sharing a common ideology or perception. They 

derive their inspiration from diverse ideologies and 

thus develop conflicting approaches. A collectivity 

of voluntary action groups is very difficult to find. 

Secondly, they are not much different from the 

developmental voluntary agencies so far as the 'dependence' 

on external sources is concerned. Foreign monetary 

assistance constitutes the life line for these social 

action groups. They need fund for two inter-related 

reasons; (1) sustain their own activities and (1i) to 

provide service to the community without which they 

cannot get an entry point. As one theorist for social 

action group writes, "the best situation would be 
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for the groups to have their own funds oeoerated either 

out of their economic activity, or from contributions 

from their middle class sympathisers and base oroups. 

But. since the base population is itself fighting 

for survival, expecting it to support others is hardly 

possible. Similarly, the members of middle class 

sympathises is strictly stretched to their limits- •• 

In such a situation characterised by a low and insecure 

financial base most groups are forced to seek 

institutional financial support ••• GoveDrument assistance 

1 s nei theF easily available <not withstanding claims 

that the funds for Volags have been increased manifold) 

nor is it worthwhile expecting it for progranrnes that 

are directly supportive of the state. As for the 

corporate sector - its funding bias is very clear ••• 

The only institutional sources that remain are the 

foreign funding agencies, and linking up vi th the 

involves an entirely new set of dilemas including 

moral. Nevertheless, it is a reality (no matter bow 

unwelcane), that access to foreign fundina swrcts 

~epresents the life line for many of the social action 

gr~Ea•. 96 

Thirdly, these voluntary action groups lack 

a clear vision of the realty and a clear approach. 
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Though they claim to have 'alternatives', they are not 

clear what alternatives they have in mind. Like the 

voluntary development agencies, voluntary social action 

Qroup are also willinQ to extent official programmes to 

the community, thus supplementing the efforts of the 

government. As Sethi writes, •the struggle is not for or 

against an official programme, but a search for Truth and 

justice ••• the challenge is thus how to extend the 

official programme, while maintaining cr1ticality•.97 

It becomes really a difficult task to locate, if there 

·is any si~n~ficant difference between the two groups 

(voluntary development agencies and voluntary 

action Qroups). As they themselves admit, foreign 

financial assistance constitute their life line, they 

make the people of their area dependent again on anonymoua 

aoorces, whose interests as we have discussed earlier ere 

not clear. Inspite of all these limitations, they are 

consistently putting their voice for a non~party 

political alternative to political party process in 

order to bring a 'canplete transformation• of social 

realities. 

Thus, the social action groups operating within the 

voluntary sector, tlho~h seEIIl to foll01 a different 

approach, their inspiration and framework of operation 

remain much the same. 'lbere cannot be altern at 1 ve 

approaches to the problems of poverty and ill health 
\. 
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which will rather distort the reality and create 

confession. Again, the claim that gross-root action 

groups have, that they have understood poverty and are 

developing approaches <mainly based on their field 

experiences) to resolve it sounds peculiar. There 

cannot be poverty groups; poverty concerns the 

community in general and is a consequence of the 

exploitative relationship betWeen the classes. To 

cvnfine it to an artifically created camnunity or 

9 roup and <1evelopi ng an approach based on ' experiences • 

with it will betray the concept of poverty itself. 

In the recent years the number of these voluntary 

developmental agencies and voluntary action groups has 

multiplied. This coincides with (1) the failure of 

the system to meet the food and health needs of the 

population and (2) the failure of political parties to 

cane upto the expectation of the people. Even the left 

political parties and left oriented radical action groups 

have not been able to create confidence in the people. 

As one study reveals, out of the 48 mt'llions agricultural 

labourers and 18 million share croppers only 3 millions 

have been unionised(Alexander, 1981): the rest remain 

literally untouched by political parties including the 

left parties. On the other hand, as the radical action 
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group's violent and fragmented activities(vhich are 

confined to small geographical areas), devoids them of 

any macro-political significance. The state can ee•ily 

suppress such activities by using its coercive powera1 

thus the scene of poverty and ill-health remaining the 

same, will lead further to the victimization of the poor. 

Again it is not easy to motivate people for a 

popular revolution just by feeding them with ideas 

and ideologi e•, when they are already starving and suffering 

from ill-~e~lth. The first thing they need is the 

minimum food and health needs1 which any group or 

fraction within the voluntary sector is capable of 

providing independently {without external support). It 

will be equally fruitless for the people to depend on 

anonymous sources whose sincerl ty and motives raise 

always a question mark. 

Thus, we can end up by saying that there are sweral 

political forces <known within the voluntary sector •• 

voluntary development agencies/radical and non-radical 

action groups/grass-root groups); who are competing with 

each other for providing alternatives• to the present 

problems fof poverty and ill-health. The development 

oriented voluntary agencies<such as CRHP Jankhed and 

SWRC Tilonia) who get wide publicity and appreciation 
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fran the national government and the international 

developnent establishments represent one of such fore ea. 

Considering their limitations and the anomalies 1D 
I 

their basic approach to the social realittes'(surrounding 

poverty and ill-health), they are least likely to 

contribute to the process of social change. The 

other competing forces have more or less the same 

limitations • Though they look different fran each 

other, they are really not. Most of them lack naacro

political perspectives and significance owing to the 
I 

local and fragmented approaches they foll01t. The 

presence of all these conflicting forces makes voluntary 

action more complex and more ambiguous. Instead of 

contrlbutinQ anything significantly to the phenaneoa 

of poverty and ill-health, voluntary action is reflecting 

the forces of 'plural! .. • in Indian Society today. 



·;::..,.. 
--~ ______ :_ 

CONCWSirn : THE MAIN ISSUES 
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\,Voluntarism., as we see through the chapter a 

cannot be universally defined., If voluntary action 

is to be judged by the spontaneoos participation of 

the people in the management of their own affairs, 

ve may not find a single voluntary agency which can 

satisfy our definition. As it is the socio-economic 

structures which detennine peoples participation in 

the process of thai r own developneot, the genuine 
. . 

participation of the people is very-difficult to 

trace in the Indian context. •A Feudal or a totally 

capitalist.ic state• writes s.K. Dey, •can afford no 

voluntary action except for its furtherance. (voluntary 

action arises and meaningfully only where power to 

. -~ the people rules in an honest and refined democracy• j 
lIn a society character! sed by ebject poverty and 

gross economic-inequalities~ (Where the power of the 

people rests in the hands of the more equals ), 

voluntari sn seems to be more a pr6duct of 1nteractioo 

between conflicting social forces, than an extension of 

individual or group• concern for the victims of poverty 

and ill health~0s we saw in the b-Jinntng , the nature 

of voluntary activities change with a. change in the 

nature of social forces<who interact with .. ch other 

in order to produce some ·changes in their own favour>. 

Individuals and groups in the voluntary sector, unwittingly, 

or otherwis~ serve one or the other political intere.ta 
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st retching fran the national soci ety to the i nt erna tiona 1 

developnent establishments. Those who subscribe to the 

ideology of the ruling elites and their col.laboratora 

are being given paramount importance. Their achievements 

are being reananticised (as we saw in the second 

chapter) to SQdh an extent, that it rather leads to 

the rationalisation of the failure of the systems to meet 

even the basic needs of the poor. The failure of the 

system and its 'subsdiary forces' to solve the problem 

of poverty and ill health gives r1 se to a number of 

canpeting forces within the society in general and the 

voluntary sector in particular. But as each of them has 

problems of conceptualizing the social realities and 

as each of them is dependent on anonymous sources for 

sustaining its activities, they are least likely to 

cane anywhere near the roots of the problems. ' 

( The real developnent can be achieved not by simply 

providing services to a claS! divided canmuni ty not • 
·.t 

can~be achieved by posing questions about the motives 

and interests behind them; the real 

depends on the understanding of the 

structures and a necessary wi 11 to change the social 

.relationships in order to make it free of exploitations. 

Such a change is least likely to be achieved even 

with the help of the 'collectivity' of forces active 
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within the voluntary sector.' It is also equally 

irrational to ask the poor and the diseased to wait for 

a radical change in the social order1 which stands 

as a distant reality today. To organise the victims 

of poverty and ill health(who are already starved and 

disease-ridden) for any political or social movement 

for bringing desirable changes,makes the task even more 

difficult. The first thing they need is food and 

health care1 but at the same time any dependence on 

•vested interesta• for providing them food and medicines 

will defeat the whole purpose. 

( 
Thus, the limitations of the existing alternatives 

(mainly presented by the voluntary institutions and 

action groups) bring• into focus the concept of H~alth 

Worker as an agent of social change• 1 a concept 

being discussed by some social scientists active in the 

' field of health. The 'health worker' as it is believed, 
.I 

works closer to the people and has rapport over them. He 

has also a more clear vision of social realities. Tbe_ 

assumption is to mobilise the people, making health as 

a central 1 ssue and then put pressure on the system at 

least to concede to them the basic minimum needs1 the 

process that the health worker can initiate. Thus,~he 
health worker is conceived as an activist within the 

system, who can, take advantage of the 'const1tut1ona1 

obligations• of the state, in order to make the system 

people oriented.) 
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However, the concept needs a more detailed 

examination, considering the number and nature of 

questi~ it involves, with regard to its feasibility 

and real significance. The scope of the present study 

would not let us examine the ismJes at presentt as 

the purpose of the present study is only to present 

voluntacy sector as it was and as it is becoming 

and thus in the process to analyse the trends 

and influences, dominating and determtn~ng ~oluntary 

action. Some questions which need further examination 

can be categorised as: (1) how do voluntary agencies 
~ ·' 

operate in relation to micro social realities Cti) t'lhere 

do voluntary agencies stand in peoples• perception ? GlO 

Do the people themselves provide legitimacy to the 

existence of a middle sector(lvJHCM do people perceive 

a health worker and how voluntary institutions/action 

groups/health workers operate in a given social atruetureJ 
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NCYI'ES 

CHAPl'ER - 1 

~\ft.~" 
1. (a)I,Almost all the voluntary agencies in Indiaa.;tatered 

under the Society Registratioo Act of 1860. 

The Societies registered under this act are 

entitled to government funds and other benefits.; 

(b) H~ we take the opportunity of explaining in 

• brief the concept 'pluralism , we have used in 

• the introduction. By 'pluralism we mean 

political pluralism which stands as the enemy 

of economic poverty. Pluralism has been a 

feature of affluent democracies, where it 

operates mainly as an extension of 'liberalism' -

the guiding spirit of capital 1st state. Different 

groups and parties struggle with another for 

retaining or capturing political power for 

perpetuating or advancing their own econanic 

and political interests. It seldom affects the 

people, as the inequalities existing there is 

of affluence only. In a system like that of ours, 

which is character! sed by inequalities of poverty, 

appearance of divergent ideologies in the political 
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process will lead to conflict of approaches and 

ideologies only, which will rather distort the 

social realities. The pluralism we see in India at 

present is not only an extension of liberalism 

but also an extension of marxisn(or it is degeneration 

of Mar xi sm : ) • 

2. For a detailed understanding of the econanic causes 

of Indian Nationalism, See A.R. Desai, Social 

Background of Indian Nationalism, Popular, Bombay, 196,. 

3. \Though religious missionaries were providing charity 

oriented services, it was alleoed that they were 

motivated by religious interests. Charity often 

preceded religious conversicn.l 

.f. A.R. Desai (ed) Peasant struggle in India, OXF~D, 

New Delhi, 1979, pp • .f-9. 

5. See A.R. Desai, Social Background of Indian National! .. , 
op.ci t., 

6. Quoted by Dunu R·oy, Betwe~n Dogma and Debate in 

Harsh Sethi and Smi tu Kothari ( ed), The Non-Party 

Political Process: Uncertain Alternatives, UNRISD/ 

Lckayan, New Delhi, 1983, pp. 48-49~ 
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1. The Gandhian and socialistic principles have been 

incorporated in the 'Directive Principles of 

state Policy' of the constitution. The 

implementation of these principles depends on 

the 'will' or convenience of the rulers. These 

principles are not enforceable in the court of 

law. See Constitution of India, Eastern , 

Lucknow, 1087. 

e. The ~~crease in the number of Volags and the 

change in the nature of their acti viti es particularly 

in the late sixties has led to several interpretation 

of the phenanena. However, the debate on 1 t 

became lively only when the government d1 sclosed 

1 t s plan to p.Jt Volag s under a council and a 

code of conduct. 

9. lbe emphasis has been on delivering developnent 

to the rural carununity1 thus the emphasis is 

on micro-level developmental activities. 

10. See Shiela Zurbrigg, Structure of Ill-health and 

the Source of Change, Joseph, Madras, 1984, 

pp. 214-31. 
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11. The believe that bureaucracy is inefficient is 

even propagated with the help of the bureaucrafta 

themselves, See Bunker Roy, We Vruld Not·.Need 

Them if l,jovemment Could Do the • job', Yojana, 

Vol. 28, no. 21-22, Nov. 1984, p.21. 

12. By 'structural Constraints' they mean institutional 

limitations only. ~ese two phrases are being 

used inter-changebly, though structure and 

institution are not the same. 

13. Rajni Kothari has made a critique of these 

populist rhetorics. See Rajni Kothari, The NGOa, 

The state and World Capitalism in ISI Manograph4 n.28. 

14. These 'concepts' are being popularised by 

international development establishments and the 

world bodies like WHO/UNICEF in their latest 

approach to the problans of rural poverty and 

ill-health. K.NE!Well(ed) Health by the people', 

WHO, Geneva, 197S(Alternative Approaches of 

Health Care, WHQ/UNICEF, 1978). 

15. Harsh Sethi and ~itu Kothari, •an Antt-Voluntariam•, 

Vol. 4, n.314, Lokayan Bulletin, Lo~ayan, 

New Delhi 1986, p.2. 
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16. Quoted in o. Bannerji ·J Health and Family 

Plannir¥J Services in India, Lokpaksh, New Delhi, 

1987, p.1s. 

17. A number of 'nodal' agencies are operating in 
~ 

India today such as Oxfam,Action Aid, CARITAS, 

EZE, Ford Foundation}AVARD, Jamestji Tata Trustee 

etc. See Jesani, Gupta and Dugal, NGOs in 

Health Car~ Vol. I, FRCH, Bombay, 1986, p.2. 

18. Quoted by Bannerji, op.cit., p.207. 

19. National Health Policy, GOI, New Delhi,1983. 

20. See "Collaborating with NGO in implanenting 

national strategy of Health for All,GOI, New Delhi, 

1985. 

21. The document on voluntary agencies, Ministry of 

Health and Family Welfare, GOI, New Delhi, 1985. 

22. Planning Canmi ssion, the Approach Paper to the 

Seventh Five Year Plan 1985-90, GOI, New Delhi, 

1984. 

23. The government does not differentiate between 

private and voluntary sector. This is reflected 

in almost all government documents, see for 

example1 Health Statistics of India, GOI, 1983. 
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CHAPI'ER - 2 

24. 

25. 

For a better understandingread, V.Navarro, 
J 

Medicine under capitalism- Prodist, N.Y.·1978. 

By socialistic cwntries we mean, USSR, China, 

Cuba and the East European Socialist countries, 

• • where sociali sn is building up. 

26. ·Health has been included in the 'Directive 
' 
Pri~c~ples of State Policy' of the constitution1 

then its implementation depends on the Will of 

the State,\ pp. 80, op.cit., 

27. Read Bhore Committee Report on Health survey 

and Development GOI, 1964, v.VI. 

28. (l'he Bhore committee had presented two type 

schanes1 one covers two planning period while 

the other was a longterm plan. This was expanded 

the medical institutions and man power to the 

rural areas (GOI, 1946). However, due to lack 

of Political riill, these schemes have not been 

implemented.~ 

29. Shila Surbrlgg, op.cit., p.l07. 
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30. o. Bannerji, op.cit., pp. 131-36. 

31. Bannerji, ibid. 

f" 
32. I Qadeer, Health Services Systan an expressioo of 

socio economic inequalities- Vol. 35, Social 

Action July-Sept.~1985. 

[ 
33. 1:. Qadeer, Peoples ParticiiSti oo in Health Services , 

Medico Friends Circle, 1977. 

34. Oadeer, Health Services System - An expression of 
' 

Socio-economic inequalities, op.cit. 

;3s. o. Banerji, 'Poverty Class and Health Culture1 

Prachi Prakashan, New Delhi-1982, Appendix v. 

36. zu rbrlgg, Cbapt er IV, ' Sped a 1 Interest •, op. c1 t 

37. \Tt.e main purpose of writing the limitations of 
I 

state health services is that, these limitations 

only provide scope for voluntarism. However, 

as these limitations are rooted in the socio-

economic structures, the 'lolags are also likely 

to reflect similar limi tat 1 ons. r 
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CHAPI'ER - 3 

38. See Navarro, op.cit., pp. 159-71. 

39. This approach facilitates inputs of money and 

materials to the Fragmented groups and communities1 

as the target is to increase the overall national 

output. Thus the distribution pattem is ignored.' 
\ 

40. See the Evaluation Studies, Newell, op.cit., 

and .Alternatives WHO/UNICEF, op.cit., 
. .' 

41. Drs. R.K. Arole and Mabelle Arole, are the couple, 

directing the CRHP, Project Jamkhed. Almost 

all evaluation studies have appreciated the 

special personalities of the doctors. 

42. See Mabelle Arole and Rajnikant Arole Newell(ed)., 

Health by the People, op.cit., pp. 70-71. Also 

see VHAI files on SWRC, Tilonia. 

' 
43 The Project Directors might have individual concern 

for the problem but they receive influences fran 

the !nternational Development EstabliShments, the 

national policy making fabric and from one dominant 

interests of the areas, thus are least likely 

to function independently. 
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45. 

46. 

47. 
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Mab~le Arole and Rajnikant Arole, op.cit., p.70. 

Colllcted from evaluation Study on SWRC, the 

Baci round and overvi ew• - VHAI, file on StiRC, VHAI, 

New Delhi, p. 7. 

Aro es, op.cit., p.71. 

I . 
Ibi,., p.74. 

48. Ibid., pp. 74-75. 

I 

49. R.K.~Arole on •Community Participation'colleeted 

fraa VHAI Pile on CRHP Jarnkhed. VHAI,Nw Delhi. 

so. See objectives of SWRC, in VHAI files on Social. 

Work and Research Centre Tilonia, VHAI,R.Delh1. 

51. see 'The Profile of concept in Practice•, 

SWRC, October, 1976. 

52. In one of the objects of SWRC has been to 

provide employment to technically qualified 

educated youth in the .rural developnent sector. 

It is difficult to know w1 th what concem a job. 

oriented youth help the starved peasant to make 

the latter self-sufficient. 
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53. For a detailed understanding of the coocept, 'Health 

Culture' read s.K. Sahu, •Health Culture of the 

Oraon • s of Roorkela, Unpublished P.hd thesis, CSMOi/ 

sss J.N.U. 1980. And also D. Bannerji, Poverty 

Class and Health Culture Prachi Prakashan ~ 

New Delhi, 1982. 

54. It 1 s related to the concept of victim blaming, 

which has been widely condemned by Bannerji in 

most of his studies. The fault is always frund 

' with individual's irrational behaviour: He is 

treated as independent of his Social setting. 

55. Ouoted by Bannerji in Health and Family Planning~ 

Services in India, op.cit., pp. 392-93. 

56. Aroles, in Health by the People, op.clt., p.ao. 

57. Ibid., PP• 78-79. 

sa. Ibid., 

59. Evaluation study on SWRC, op.cit., p.7. 

60. Community Health ~rogramme, SWRC collected from 

VHAI File, op.ci t., p.19. 

61. Ibid., p.1a. 
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62. Vicsor. w. Sidel and Rusth Sidel, in the health 

care deli very system of the People's Republic 

of China K.w. New Delhi(ed)., Health by the 

People, op. cit., p. 9. 

63. c. Gopalan and B.s. Narsingarao ~utritional 

Constraints on Growth and Development in current 

Indian Dietaries, Indian Journal of Medical 

Research, Vol. 57, n.6, p.14. 

64. Quoted in an Evaluation study on nutritional 
' 

Rehablitation Programme of Rusha, VHAI File on 

Rural unit for social and Health Affairs, VHAI, 

New Delhi. 

65. Mabella and R.K. Aroles, op.cit., pp. 75-76. 

66. Ibid. 

67. They start with this realizations but their 

programmes contradict their own understanding. 

See Aroles, op.cit., pp. 75-76. 

68. Voluntary sector is so divided (ideologically 

' and functionally~ the concept of •collectivity• 

can not be applied to it. 



69o These project leaders, (as it is oident in tho 

discussion) approach the ccnmunites ~ith a 

preHc one ei v ed notion and pre-designed f ra.mGt:Jork o 

70o Evaluation study on SWRC, op.,cit.,, 

71. I The evaluation studies shcn-1 it that, these hoaltl'l 

projects have impressivo creative sorvicos, t1h!C:1 

is most likely to influGnce ~bl!c opinion t:ith 

regard to the reaction to other prog ra.mrnes., ,I 
' 

• ! 

72., This is the major contradiction ~e see !n tho 

objectives and functioning of the proj~o., 

73o (1.) CRHP Jamkhcd. is locatGd in Jamkhed village, 

Ahmemagar district, some 1!00 Tt.,m., South··Cas".: o::: 

Bo:nba.y. 

( i!) The Social Work and Rescarc.r'1 C2.."l'i:r.o ( s~~nc) 

an indigenous voluntary o.rgan!~ction that got 

... 
--.·. ~ ...... 

its start !n 1972 in a bacJruard rural cubd~."'t·rlc:to:n 

of Ajmor District in Raje.oth~n S1:i.:to ::.n Xnd!t:q, 

CHAP.i'~ ·• 1:, 

7r,u Vicc.~1to b!cvar;;:o : A cr.:l.t5.ql.le of tho ideolog:!.cc1 

and political position ofthe Brar:t&i: Repor~ ~nd 

the Alma Atat decoration: v.li.l, n.,2, !n·i:em<:t:i.o-..clLI 

Journal of Health Services, 198~, p.,161, 
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75. Op.cit., p.228. 

76. Navarro,op.cit., 

77. For a better understanding of the use of these 

concepts , read in Newell, op.cit. 

78. Quoted by Navarro, op.cit., p.168. 

79. H. Gray, 1The Problem' From Rural Sociology in 

India, ed., A.R. Desai, Popular, 1978, p.539. 

I so. Navarro,op.cit., p.165. 

81. The first interpretation is being presented mainly 

by Action groups and action groop theorists ,~ 

82. 

83. 

84. 

as. 

86. 

Read Kothari, op. cit., · · .. 

Ibid. 

Robert McNamara, Address to World Bank, 197So 

op.cit. 

Navarro, op.cit., 168. 

-.Juc.:t ed by s.Georg e in HeM the other Half Dies?. 

The Reasons for World Hunger, Penguin Books, 1976, 

p.70. 
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87. L.poyal, The Political Economy of Health, Pluto 

~ress, 1979, pp. 280-81. 

88. Ibid., p.273. 

89. F. Lappe, J. Collin, D.Kirley, Aid As Obstacle, 

Institute for Food and Developnent Policy, San 

Francisco, 1980, p.137. 

90. i Previously the goverrunent used to sanction grants 

to voluntary agencies but there was no specific 

policy towards them. f SeeRavi Duggal, NGOs, 
I 

Goveriunent and Private sector in Health, Economy 

and Politicdl Weekly, Vol. XXIII, n.13, March 26,1988. 

91. Bunker Roy, op.cit., p.22. 

92. 'Ibis was admitted by CH Hanumantha Rao, Member, 

Planning Canrnission in his interview to Yojana, 

op. cit., p.l51 • 

z 93. urbrigg, op.cit., p.161. 

94 •. They represent non-radical gross root groups. 

Sane of them were human rights campaiOns in 

the seventies. 
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95. Harsh Sethi, Wither Voluntary Action? Seminar,309, 

May 1985. 

96. Harsh Sethi, ibid. 

97. Ibid. 

98. s.K. Dey. Why don't we learn from the past? 

Yojana, op.cit. p.9. 
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